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THE MISS TERRACE FASHION SHOW Saturday ni ht brou ht all • , g g getting ready for modelling and speaking to an audience. The next 
th=s year s candidates together, along with those of past years and event is the banquet and speak-offs, scheduled for the Terrace Inn 
Miss Terrace 1989 Lyn Lagace, Shown here backstage, they're on the evening of May 12. 
MM 
Reserve may get 
transit service 
A bid for regular bm service 
between the downtown core of 
Temce and the .Kitsumkalum 
rcscrvc is currently beh3g 
evaluated by B.C. Transit 
In a letter to city council 
earlier this month, IGtsemkalam 
chief councillor Cliff Bolton 
said that transit service between 
Terrace and Kltsumiudum would 
' plannem. City administrator Bob benefit evcqrone: the residents 
I-lallsor met with tramlt repre., and many businesses and motels 
sentativcs in Tcrmce last wcck 
and he says there is no lndica- 
lion yet wl~thcr the planners 
comidcr the proposal viable., but 
the transit plannir~ department 
is investigating a number of 
poss ib i l i t i es  inc lud in8  
reschcduling thc cnt~ city 
routc in order to accommodate 
Hwy. 16 West. 
along the new route, the down. 
town core and K/Isumkalum 
resldenis as well as band owned 
and operated busincaaca Him the 
Kalum Motel, the Housa of 
Slm-ol-ghcts, water tax/service 
and river tours. 
"We have petitioned both our 
band residents and the other 
Continued on page A2. 
I 
Regional district firms up 
• opposition to pulp offer 
by Tod SWachsm commented after hcar~ R/ch- participate". 
• mond'sannouncement. Th/s poslponemcnt gives the 
Forest Minister Claude R/clunond According to Richmond: "We rcglonal district more time to pro- 
has announced tlmtpubllc hcar/ngs want to give tbe appl/cants more pare a brief for the pulpwood 
originally scheduled for this month time to respond to requests from licence hcar/ngs. Originally a/mlng 
on Pulpwood Agreement 17 in the tbe Bdtlsh Columbia Forest Ser- for the Mny 9 and I0 bear/rigs in 
Pr/nce Rupert Forest Region and v/ce for more information on their Smithcrs, tbe rcgtonal district is at 
PA 18 in the Car/boo Forest proposals." And, "We also want to the draft stage of their report. Tbe 
Region have been put on hold and emure that Interested parties have board hu adopted the report in 
will take place sometime this fall ample time to review the add/- pdnc/plc, but they have now asked 
Instead. This is good news for tbe ~onal Information before tbe pub- adminstmtion to define some of 
dlrectom of the Regional Dlsldct lie bearing process." In a news their opposition to the proposal In 
of IGfimat-Stlidnc, who lmvc relsasc, Richmond says the fall more detail. 
opposed PA 17 from the start, hearings w/ll be beld In other Once it is complete, they will be 
"I'm encouraged to sec they're locat/om than Just Smithcm and submitting their brief Io the minis- 
paying a little attrition to public Prince O¢orge "to make them more try along with information 
i concerns," director Pete Wceber convenient for local residents to ~r~tmd orl IMI0@ 
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Schools all over the district launched clean.up program to get students out in the spring 
air as part of Earth Week. This gang at Clarence Michiel begged quite a pile Just picking up 
around the school grounds. 
Regional district 
another hone of contention: the 
Sustut imber licence, once a part 
of the Prince Rupert Forest Region 
located north of Hazelton. The 
licence was given to a consortium 
of Prince George logging com- 
Panies about two years ago over 
Railway grade between Fort St. 
James and their Sustut timber 
licence. Since that time, at least 
two ether Prince George com- 
Panies have been added to the list. 
The regional district's draft sub- 
mission, to the now-delayed 
bitter opposition ~ from ,companies 
and local governmant i  the North- 
weal 
Logging still hasn't begun in the 
Sustut, transportation routes 
haven't even been finalized, and 
according to one regional district 
director this agreement is no 
longer valid. "I think it's very 
important hat someone gets in 
there," said Pete Weeber, describ- 
ing the Sustut as one of the most 
extensive pine stands in B.C. and 
adding that if it's not logged it will 
be destroyed by insects. 
The origninsl consortium of 
Prince George companies included 
Takla Track and Timber, Prince 
George Wood Preserving and 
Rustad Brothers who were to 
rebuild and operate an old B.C. 
- -  continued from page A1 
impacts, worker safety in an area 
of steep hillsides, and the fact that 
local interests have been dismissed 
..Smithers pulpwood ,.agreement 
hearing expresses concern over the 
accuracy of timber inventory in the 
area on which the sale is based, 
the potential for over-harvesting 
the area, negative nvironmental 
in pursuing larger provincial ~ i |  
economic development objectives. 
. .  
Inn report strongly s.upl~rts the The  government's : objectives to T ~  increase utilization of wood resi- 
dues and lower quality stands of 
timber, economic diversification 
and long-term community econ- 
omic stability. 
says that it appears at the 
present ime that the system 
should go into service as 
planned by the end of June. The 
HandiDART system will pro- 
vide a specialized bus service 
geared for seniors and disabled 
Terrace residents. 
Transit - continued from page A1 
motel opcrato~ along Hwy. 16 
West and they are equally eager 
to support this service," says 
Bolton. 
Hallsor also received an 
update on the city's I-Iandi- 
DART system while the tramit 
officials were in town, and he 
; 
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N.E,W,S 
by Robert Q. Smith 
General Manager 
T LUNCH 
For a great quick lunch try out Special Buffet in Augie's 
Lounge. It's only $6" and includessoup, salads and a hot en- 
tree. 
Served from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. daily Monday to Fri- 
day. By the way, on Fridays it '~]~R.9 .~ '  Buffet day. 
THE TERRACE STEAK 
SANDWICH 
Augie's Lounge has always been famous for its Steak Sand- 
for lunch. It's only $59'. A real winner. 
For great food join us in Augie's Lounge at the Terrace 
Inn. 
$199 BREAKFAST 
Get a good start on the day with our special $199 Breakfast 
in the Dining Room. 
Two pieces of bacon, two eggs, hash browns and a slice of 
toast. It's on from 6:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. Monday to Friday. 
Enjoy breakfast in our newly renovated Kermodei Dining 
Room. 
60 PLUS - 
Join our Sixty Plus Club: It's for Seniors 60 years plus. The 
Terrace Inn wants you to enjoy all of our fine facilities at 
special seniors' discount rates. The Terrace Inn's 60 Plus 
Club has no membership fees. Just stop by our Front Desk 
and pick up your free card. 
Then enjoy all the club benefits; 1. Special Room Rate dis- 
count: 1507o ff regular oom rates. 2. Food Discount: 20% 
off food in our Dining Room or L o u n g ~ ~ :  
10% off Golf, Fishing and Weekender p a c k a ~  
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Redsand forest tobecomeac lassroom+ .,,. 
by Ted Strachan 
The planning is done, and the 
next step in the Redsand Lake 
Demonstration Forest is to develop 
it into a learning center. . 
Redsand Lake, 26 kilometers, 
north of Termee, is described as a 
first-class recreational site, and the 
demonstration forest is designed to  
take best advantage of that fact. 
According to professional forester 
Fred Newhouse, who drew up the 
final plan, the development is 
suported by the South Morseby 
Forest Enhancement Fund and will 
introduce the public, school groups 
and forestry educators and industry 
to the forest and the values it can 
deliver. Newhouse says the 
initial development will center on 
a campsite with an Inlmduction 
Trail and an Operations Trail. The 
Introduction Trail will help visitors 
understand and appreciate the 
inter-related complexities~of a 
• natural forest and the eff~ts of 
natural and man-made change, 
while the Operations Trail will 
demonstrate the effect of plantation 
spacing and stocking control on 
wood size and quality. 
This will be followed by the 
designation of operational forests 
whichdemonstrate harvesting 
systems uch as single tree select. 
ion, clear cutting, and plantation 
management systems like juvenile 
spacing, fertilization and rehabilit- 
ation. 
In the period between 1995 and 
1999 there will be more trail deve- 
Patchmaster purchase pending 
Terrace city council has approved 
the purchase of a new Patehrnaster 
at a cost of $86,256. A Patch- 
master is a specialized piece of 
equipment that applies a hot patch 
to potholes, creating repairs far 
more durable than the traditional 
cold patch method used in Terrace 
in the past. 
. ,The city ren!.ed a Patchmaster for 
the last two summers on a trail 
basis and has determined from this 
~'perience that he machine isboth 
effective and. efficient. The trial 
period proved that purchasing their 
own machine isfar more economi- 
cal than renting on a regular basis. 
. iBefore deciding on the purchase 
of a new machine, council con- 
sidered a used Patchmaster at a 
cost of $75,000 but decided that 
Aircraft 
damaged, 
Albertan 
arrested 
A 22-year-old resident of Ed- 
monton Was arrested at the Ter- 
race-Kitlmat airport Saturday after 
an incident in which a Bristol 
Freighter aircraft owned by 'rrans- 
Provincial Airlines was damaged. 
Police were called to the scene 
by airport security when they 
• detained the man for driving on 
the runway without permission of 
the air traffic control personnel. 
They reported observing the man 
in the area of the damaged aircraft 
as well. An aircraft engineer for 
TPA, Arnold Peters, told the 
Terrace Review the man had 
gained access to the cockpit and 
knocked out one of the plexiglass 
windows and ripped the pilot's 
seat with a knife. 
Terrace RCMP Cpl. Gary Moritz 
estimated the damage at about 
$3,500. Theman was charged 
under the Aeronautics ACt for 
driving on the runaway and under 
the Criminal Code with mischief to 
private property. 
the cost of maintenance and repairs 
out-weighed the additional cost of 
a new machine. "It just makes 
good sense to purchase new as 
opposed to an older model that in 
a very short time would cost us in 
maintenance dollars," said alder- 
man Ruth Halleck. 
Credit missed 
In a story on page B13 of the 
Feb. 14 Terrace Review we failed 
to give Credit to Stewart photo- 
grapher Mike Boissonneault for a 
picture of the Alaska state ferry 
M/V Aurora. Our apologies. 
. . . . . .  . , ". ~ '; : , . , ". , , • • 
lopment. Specifically, the Look 
Out Trail, Wetland Trail, Nelson 
Ri've r Delta Trail and the Exotic 
Plantation Trail. 
In time, says Newhouse, various 
logging systems will be shown and 
over several decades asequence Of 
age structures will be developedto 
show how annual cutting is 
affected by the area and age Of 
stands within a forest. Also, the 
results of a variety of silviculture 
treatment methods will be visible 
to demonstrate heir differences. 
But don,t expect o head out for 
a tour tomorrow. Ian Bowie, for- 
estry operations manager for the 
Kalum Forest District, explains 
that the demonstration forest is a 
long-term project that will see 
annual improvements. You can 
expect o walk a well-developed, 
signed Introduction Trail next 
spring, though, and stop at a kiosk 
full of forestry information. 
Bowie says work is.scheduled to 
begin almost immediately with 
trail layout and clearing and bro- 
chure development. Most of the 
work will be done by workers 
from the Terrace Correctional 
Centre with contracts being let 
only if there is more than they can Redsand area holds great flRheries 
• be expected to handle. For the potential and is a very active bea- 
corrections center, this means a ver habitat. 
modest revenue fmmlimited clear- Regional district director Les 
ing as well as training in equip- Watmongh says the development 
men, such as. power saws, trail and plan has changed little since it was . . . ~-,' 
bridge'building, and forestry prac- first introduced last fall.and thei~ " ' 
rices like site preparation and are a few things he would like to 
planting. 
Inthe long term, the deinonstm- 
tion forest will provide a progress- 
ive view of forest management 
from clear-cut o harvest but this 
will take considerable time. With 
see done that aren't in Newhouse's 
plan. He says some o f t  he best 
pine mushroom sites in the area 
are at Redsand Lake, but while 
these sites are identified in the plan 
they aren't protected. Also, Wat- 
corrections workers 
approximately one-half hectare a 
year, it will be about 70 years 
before the first clear-cut will dem- 
onstrate what can happen on a 
well-managed site. 
Another possibility that could 
happen a little sooner is the dem- 
omtration of integrated manage- 
clear-cutting • mough says he would like to see a 
bridge across the Kalum River 
nmTows to increase accessibilty to 
the forest; but that's not included 
either. 
According to Bowie, though, a 
bridge across the Kalum is really 
feasible under the present funding 
framework. The idea calls for a 
merit practices. Bowie says this suspension 
isn't included in the plan yet but 
they will be working with federal 
fisheries and fish and wildlife 
personnel in order to develop the 
concept. According to Bowie, the 
bridge somewhere 
between I00 and 200 feet long. 
While he agrees h would add 
significantly tothe accessibility of
the area it will be several years 
before the idea is oven considered. 
Terrace Minor Baseball 
OPENING CEREMONIES 
nday a'ay |, Su l t990 
Junior exhibition game to follow. 
Starts 1:00 p.m. at Rotary Park 
Concession stand open. 
For more information call 
Tina Blake after 6 p.m. 638-1898 
ver you wear 
clean with care. )
only 
[] I I  
o ,  
EDNESDAY IS 
DIRTY SHIRT 
DAY 
Men's or J_adies' 
dress or business 
laundered. 
,,. On ly  dr ive.thru in town 
,,' Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,, Drop off point at Thomhill Public Market 
cotton b/end 
shirts expertly 
lc/?ioRa a  leanera 
I I  
I 8 :00  a .m.  to  6 :00  p .m. . -  Monday to Fflday. 
t 
8:30 a.m. to S:30 p.m. -- Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
i ,m., ,mm., , , ,m,m,m. ~ 
God knows 
you can make a difference 
Enclosed please find $ _ _  
I would like someone to call [7 Phone No ...... 
If you'd like more information about us [] 
NAME:  . . . . . . . . . . .  
ADDRESS: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CITY: . . . . . . . . . . . .  
PROV: . . . . . . . . .  POSTAL COD[ :  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE NATIONAL RED SHIELD APPEAL 
Capt. John Hmker 
4626 8ouele Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C.. VS@ 2E7 
US-S446 
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Splashdown in Ano o.i  he 
, . . . .  • B(TI~ 
otion 
S . ." • . , " 
" LOTTO BC 
• . .  . EXPRE8S 
percent ~mp!©tc:ani]the,p~jeCt . P ROV,NC~.. 
Thebizarre saga of a project that .O=dwilhin betworeadYto tlLrcef°r w=ks.tendercall':We', ~KENO. :
survived everything except a stake w=.,i so. • Aug. 10, 1987 . .  line]berg s~- 
through the heart - -  but why? The 
first part inatwo.part series. ,=d ====- . ical drawings, to., council.. This. ~ . 
. . . . .  arrive~ with an.updated ~stmti ,  . 
by Ted Straehsm a real void in the arts and cultural mate of  $.q)!,160. This was well 
requirements of the mmmunit]~." ' wt~n igs March 3O proml~ of a 
There's been a little hitch here In other words, this project had .cost" Within 10 percent of 
and there.., but the swimming pool something to offer everyone. ~ $497,269, but the estimate included . 
expansion is open. As we sug- young and old, the sporm and a fewchan~.Itin¢l~.~l~43,500 ' 
gested last week, though, it hasn't cultural enthusiasts, he very active for t~airing ~ pool roof and a~ PLAYOFFS 
been quite what you would call a and the more recmationally- list of suggested deletions, that , t~CK~Y¢2 
smooth road. oflcnted people." would help keep the cost down . . . .  : 
In fact, there were a few times .Jan. 26, 1987--- Provincial S¢cr¢- .Aug. 17, 1987 - -  The Committee 
when the whole idea was almost taw and Minister of Government of the Whole met With Imelberg 
scrapped and filed under"question- Services Elwood Veitch wrote the and Scott to discuss the project 
able projects". Still, we got the job City Of Terrace advising they. had and current cost estimate. The ' PLAYOFFsPUNTO SeLeCT 
done and, wisdom aside, we seem been successful in their bid a share committee then recommended to HOOKEY #1 
destined to dive into bigger and of the Expo iegacy. A cheque for council that tr~ city go tO referen- 
betterthings;acommunity-conven- $162,916, one.third of the total dum for, • $350,000 in November, 
tion center and maybe even a project cost, was forthcoming "for 1987. The $350,000 p lus  the 
library expansion project. With the expansion of your existing $162,916 grant would tot~.led 
these ideas in mind and the lmowl- swimming pool and construction f $512,916; a little more . than 
edge that each jarring pothole on a community bandshell". The enough. Their recommendation 
the roadway to completing the pool funding, though, he stated in his a l so  said the tender document 
expansion project may have held a letter, "is contingent upon receipt should be reviewed by Council ~_ , _~_ . . . . .  
few good lessons, here, as promis- of confirmation from the City of prior to being called and that the 
ed. is an almost-complete history Terrace regarding the remainder of tender should be called as soon as 
of our recent endeavor. " " the project financing"., possible. In ad.dition, however, it
: .Mar. 30, 1987 Terrace Archi- stated that preceding the referen- 
' .1985 - -  Expo Legacy funds tect Alex Inselberg, working under rum vote the city should launch a
became available and Terrace city the direction of Superintendant of "strong and positive program of 
council wanted apart of the action. Parks and Recreation Steve Scott support". This meant selling the 
A council committee thought of and Aquatic Supervisor Tony idea to the public along with all 
buying one of the pavilions, but Todglia, filed the first real esti- the little details it entailed. Re. 
council decided they were too mate on the pool expansion portion member the application of 19867 
expensive. So, with the help of of the project hat was based on a ("The citizens of Terrace have 
Superintendent of Parks and Recre- set of actual preliminary drawings, identified the addition.., as a high 
ation AI McNiven, ~eCommittee It came to a total of $497,269 ~ priority...") 
sorted through proposals for a without he bandshell. .Sept. 6, 1987 - -  The first real 
community center, library expans- Somewhere, the bandshell project bump in the road. Inselberg and 
ion, pool expansion and a band had either been deleted or forgot- the city's senior building inspector 
shell, ten. It was noted in Inselberg's disagreed on a few technical terms. 
At an estimated cost of only letter that his estimate would be Imelberg claimed that a mezzanine 
$316,000 the pool expansion updated as actual working draw- was not a second story and mech- 
seemed like the best bet. The city Jngs were produced. But if every- anical ceiling fans were actually in 
then added another $80,000 for a thing remained the same, he said, duct spaces, not the attic. He did 
ban&hell, and with an optimistic any change shouldn't increase or concede, however, that it wouidbe 
heart sent off an application for a decrease the estimated pool exa- correct to add two public wash- 
$396,000 Expo community project, pansion cost of $497,269 by more rooms in the women's change 
This amount ~also included a few than 10 percent, room. If nothing else, this at least 
dollars for "administrative .April 1, 1987 - -  A memo from offered something interesting for 
expe~es". Steve Scott to city admimtmtor council to debate. 
• 1986 - -  A revised Expo applica- Bob Hallsor discussed a proposal *Sept. 8, 1987 - -  Following a 
lion was filed. On this application for upgrading and insulating the meeting with Inselberg, it was 
a few renovations and changes pool roof. This work, he said, recommended to council by the 
were added to the pool expansion would prevent more serious prob- Co nunittee of the Whole that pre- 
and the estimate increased from lems that were sure to occur some- ject tenders be called province-- 
$316,000 to $425,750: The band-, where down the toad. Scott recom- wide with documents being avail- 
shell was changed to $35,000 and mendedthat Inselberg sign a con- able for review inPrince Rupert, 
administration costs and volunteer tract to complete the workitis Terrace, Smithem, Prince George 
houri were pegged at$18,000. The drawings for the $497,269 pool and Vancouver. In the committee's 
new total of $488,750 included the project and noted: "If appropriate view, council should do this im- 
bandshell, the pool and miscel- funding cannot be secured for the mediately and delete Clause 
laneous administrative costs, entire project, it may then be desk- EC27-4 from the tendem; the 
• For the informed, this revised'able to consider modification of Public Construction Fair Wase 
application also contained a few the pmjecL" In other words, if the Act. 
notes of interesL It described our cost goes too high we' may have to A note of interest: at this same 
current pool facility and indicated cut a few of the frills, meeting the eommittee reviewed 
the need for more room. In answer ,April 21, 1987 - -  Scott's recom- correspondence from a number of 
to one question ltstated: "The mendation was accepted by the municipalities responding to their 
citizens of Terrace have identified Committee of the Whole. On May question of use of a Fair Wage 
the addition of a whirlpool, wading 14, 1987, the tint of three Expo Policy. Of the nine respondenls, 
pool and additional ,aquatic facil- grant installments arrived in the only one advised that a Fair Wage 
ities as a high priority in the sup- amount of $54,305. And on june Policy was in effect. . . . .  ~ 
ply of recreation services." And to 22, 1987, Inselberg advised m~tmcil 
a~other: "The bandshell would fill that he working drawings were60 --Continued next week , 
. : , .  • - 
PUNTOSF.LEOT " 
puwo~es 
HOCKEY #2 
PUNTO 8ELEGT 
winners  a re ,  " * fl Ell' ' "  ' . " " , 
• . , " - ,  . , . , * . 
~ w,Nm.a.uua~ns " 
&or, 28:1990 " ' 1.2-20-22-28-36"43 Bonu~ 32 
' 27-29-30.3a-44;4§ Bonus 25 Apr. 25, 1990 
Apr. 20,1990 
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266970 300979 
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SDUby I 
s 'n .Wl  
BOSby8 
EDMbyI: 
• OHIby l .  
WASH by,k. 
eos~8 . . . . .  
EDM by 1 . . . . .  
~.,byl 
WASH~I" 
M'n.e¢8 
EOM by 1 
GIll by 1 
WASH by 1 
Mll.W3 
GHI by t 
f' 
* $ 
These are the winning lottery numbers as provided by the B.C. i ! 
Lottery Corporation. In the event of a discrepancy between these 
numbers and those lw.ld by the corporation, the corporation's I 
numbers hall be held as correct. 
OllLY A 
" f j  PULl, rillS 
C 
lr01w$ DGBVi $1U1 /allllK 
• All Toro GTS® powered mowers are gum'anteed to
start on the fh'st or second pull for 5 years, or 
Tore will fLx them free. : . 
• See us for the complete line of Tore 
GTS powered mowers. 
!TERRACE A EQU 
SALES. LTD. 
4441. Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635'6384 
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"+. o+ ,oet0  hosp,m,s, ! iEa rthi.. Day birth I day + 
. .  • . 
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', Doclom my leave Utile came for ~lu ipm. t  over last year. It mm= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~l  [ [  14.5 +.Percent l|ner(~Be in. l 
health, care ,  lexpendutur~ ' f l .om 
$2.94 billion in 1989/90 Io$337 
billion in 19~0/91. 
For the northwest, he says, this is 
good. Agreater emphasis on things+ 
like home care an4 preventative, 
and dingnoslic cam in the North- 
for both the health care system and 
residents living hem. "It means 
more self sufficiency in the north," 
explains Crewson, "and less tell-+ 
ance on referral cenlxcs in the 
south." 
JOY bm according to Herman 
• Cream;, Bdtish Columbia Health 
AssociatiOn (BCHA)president and 
chief executive officer, hospitals 
and health eare facilities in B.C. 
have a lot to Ue thankful for in 
Socreds' 19g0-91 budget. The 
BCBA represents-all, hospitals and 
Terrace's first Earth Day 
baby, born to Dr. and Mrs. Red- 
path, made his debut April 22 at 
12:57 p.m. He weighed rin at 7 
lbs., 15 oz. His parents are still 
. deciding: on a name. 
: Mrs. Redpath was presented 
with a basket of environmen- 
tally-aware products donated by 
the Terrace • Recycling Commit- 
. . tee and Alma Joachim, area sup- 
• plier for lndisposable Diapers. 
• Items donated by the Terrace 
Recycling Committee were the 
• Canadian Green Consumers' 
Guide; a baby's T-shirt sporting 
an environmental slogan; an ar- 
ticle featuring 50 ways to save 
the planet; an environmental 
sticker; and a re-usable string 
bag. Alma Joachim donated a 
package of Indisposable Diapers 
and a pair o f  waterproof pants. 
Organization of the event and 
• presentation0f the basket was 
handled by hospital staff Joanne 
• Ratchford and Rose Derry. 
many continuing care fa~ities and west means,lower long-term costs 
agencies in the province as 'an 
+advocacy group that pmvidos 
representation ~ on government 
issues. Crew-son met with north- 
west health care repmenatives in 
Terrace April 20. + 
Ofparticular intetmt to Crewson 
were increases of  11.44 percent in 
mental health care, 25.67 percent 
in preventative medicine, 40.97 
.percent in medical group homes 
such as the Osborne Home in 
Terracei 21.99 percent in home 
support services,. 17 percent in 
ambulance services: a~l: 14.64 
.l~,mt i. 'hospital. operation, 
'+management, commlruclion and 
S$1, Crewson points out that the 
provincial budget isn't quite as 
generous as he would like. Most of 
the increases have already+ been 
spoken for, he explains, and when 
cumnt wage settlements are com- 
bined with population growth and 
inflation, he doesn't expect the 
system to hav~ anything left to 
deal with "eatra pressures". 
NURSES' WEEK 
• , .  . : ,  
"Nurses Working for a 
• +.•  . 
I 
? . .  
' Healthier Environment" 
• _ . , .  • . . o • . . . . . , 
? 
+ . :  i , '  "+, .. 
• Thenurses believe tha t celebrating is 
fundamental to health and in that regard! 
we are gathering with members of 
our community 
(EVER YONE IS WELCOME) 
for  an evening of relaxation and fun,, 
Please attend an evening of 
celebration in honour of 
I 
NURSES' WEEK 
as we honour the life of 
Alice Chen,Wing, a special nurse 
of our community. 
;i 
PLACE: Terrace Inn . . . . .  
q 
! 
J TIME: 7:30- 9:00 p.m. ,-'~''~ 
• DATE: Tuesday, May 8, 1990 .~ ~;:, 
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:"There they go r " "", " 
During the period last summer while the B.C. Nurses' Union 
was on strike, it became increasingly apparent that Terrace was 
exempt in someways from the hospital staffing problems coming 
to light in other areas of the province. The picket lines were quiet 
and peaceful to a point that could nearly be described as idyllic, 
management and striking staff cooperate d to keep:medical care 
in Mills. Memorial Hospital wards at an adequate l vel, and 
Terrace seemed isolatedfr0m all the fireworks that were going 
off elsewhere. 
Even so, at that ime local BCNU reps said the provincial nurse 
shortage would grow worse and eventually make itself known 
here, particularly if the BCNU didn't achieve its objectives in a 
collective agreement. Well, here we are. 
Last summer the only nursing staff problem was a shortage of 
casual workers..0although nurses at MMI-I were working consider-. 
able overtime because of that,full-time staff vacancies were rare 
and that situation was attributed to good management-staff 
relations. There have been changes in the upper management a
the hospital s in~ then, but it is probable that the five apparently 
unfillable vacancies in the nursing staff would have occurred 
anyway. 
News reports out of the lower mainland recently have shocked 
many people with their tales of people dying due to long waits 
for critical surgery; other reports tell of patients being sent to 
Washington or Alberta for the same reasons. By all accounts the 
delays are caused by bed closures, which occur because there 
aren't enough nurses. These problems eem remote to us, taking 
place down there in the urban congestion, but the people who are 
suffering in fact come from communities like ours and any one 
of us or our friends or relatives could be the next patient sent out, 
too later to a bordering province or state. 
The B.C. government, in time-honored fashion, has struck a 
Royal Commission to examine the health care system, and the 
commission is expected to focus stronglyon how the system is: 
financed. We can expect to see many of the same issues that 
were prominent during the nurses' strike unearthed again, but this 
time by an independent fact-finding corafi~ission rather than by 
two hostile bargaining teams. It's been nearly a year since the 
strike, and the forecasts of shortages and nurses leaving the 
profession are coming true. 
We have to wonder if an examination of the health care system 
in"isolation will yield any results other than the conclusion that 
the System is Very expensive. We already know that, but expens- 
ive in relation to what? Perhaps we should be looking at other 
areas of expenditure by government and asking how important 
those are compared •to a well-run, universal medical care plan. 
It's the function of the government asS whole thatsh0uid be 
under question in thiscommissi0n. • " ' ' . • 
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VICTORIA -- It's time for 
some careful and objective 
discussion about the tempest 
sur round i 'ng . the~ Women 
controversy which erupted, last 
week. 
Perhaps the most sad, most 
• disturbing thing about the 
whole affair is that so many of 
the Social Credit Cabinet and 
caucus appear honestly not to 
comprehend what all the fuss is 
about. 
True, some of them agree 
that much of the vitriolic dia- 
tribe against homosexuals, 
• AIDS sufferers and feminists in 
the REALletter to its " members 
is offensive, perhaps evenin . 
the extreme. 
True, some of them agree 
that it is "unfortunate" that 
the strident material was sent 
out by the tourism ministry 
through a worthwhile program 
which is designed to show off 
the province to convention 
delegates from •across the coun- 
try and around the world. 
But some of them say that to 
scrutinize any outside material, 
being mailed in taxpayers' 
envelopes carrying stamps paid 
for by taxpayers' money, 
would be "censorship". 
Well excuse me, but that's 
not the point. 
What is at issue is the 
responsibility which is required 
by any minister of the Crown 
to ensure that his or her 
department is not disseminating 
hate literature or the like. 
Imaginethe sight of the 
government of B.C. being haul- 
ed before a court under federal 
laws or human rights legisla- 
tion, simply because it did not 
i'eview printed material it was 
' dbponslng freel 
The legal implications of. 
adopting the stance taken by 
Tourism Minister Cliff 
I 
' " . '  • " . ' ' 7  " 
The view f rom 
Victoria - -  
by John Plfer 
"What is at issue is the responsibility which is required 
by any minister of the Crown to ensure that his or her 
department is not disseminating hate literature..." i 
Michael, and by Premier Bm 
Vander Zalm are frightening. 
Not the most intellectually- 
gifted member of Cabinet by a 
long chalk, Mr. Michael not 
only• admitted that there is no 
screening process, but he furled 
to comprehend the danger of 
violating the laws of the !and. 
And the premier ducked the 
question of law, too, repeatedly 
telling reporters: "I refuse to 
be a •party to censorship." 
That is commendable, I am 
sure; but if extremists from the 
Aryan Nation or Hitler Youth 
or Marxist Leninist groups de- 
cided to hold a "convention" 
in B.C., would any of their 
literature which preaches hate 
be passed along blindly and 
quietly by Mr. Michael and 
Co.? 
I have read the rambling, 
narrow-minded, 12-page 
message from REAL Women's 
B.C, president, and yes, I find 
it to be offensive, frightening 
and sadly sick. 
Opposition MLA Dale 
Lovick said in the House that it 
indeed was "hate literature... 
and racist." 
He added: "When I am ac- 
cused of suggesting that there is 
perhaps a similarity between 
the Ku Klux Klan and this 
group... I must answer that 
based on the evidence in the 
document, yes indeed there is." 
TO agree in print with Mr. 
Lovick without he protection 
of the Legislature would be in- 
viting legal trouble of my own; 
suffice to say I found his com- 
ments incisive. 
There is one other aspect of  
the REAL Women document 
which begs comment. 
President Peggy Steacy 
,reminds members that the 
group took ,'a leadership role 
in supporting the Premier dur- 
ing 'the troubles', and ~ittended 
the various rallies to encourage: 
• him to stay." 
One might point out that 
Ms, Steacy (who will simply 
hate being called Ms.) and her 
husband Charles were (coin- 
cidentally I am sure) two of 
Mr. Vander Zalm's Richmond 
delegates to the Sacred leader- 
ship convention in 1986. 
One might point out the 
other coincidence which has the 
REAL delegates taking tea at 
Fantasy Gardens, the Premier's 
and Miz Lillian's religious 
theme park. 
One might also point out 
that Mr. Vander Zalm would 
not condemn the content of the 
letter, telling reporters it was 
no story, and that the media 
was at fault for pursuing it. 
And one therefore could 
hardly be blamed for wonder- 
ing if the views expressed by 
Ms. Steacy are in fact sup- 
ported wholeheartedly b their 
idols, the Vander Zalms. 
Frankly, I don't doubt it for 
a moment. 
Parting Thought: The best 
quip of the week, and one 
which is very • tough to argue 
with suggests that having Cliff 
Michael in charge of "damage 
control" when the excrement 
hits the revolving blades, is like 
placing DonaldTrump |n 
charge of teaching how to con- 
trol your ego. • . . . .  /i::.'. , •, 
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Looking after 
the"lowlands 
All forested ~ need capful 'I'm= first thing we have to do, 
comldemtion' befmr,, during and then, k to replant he atca with 
after Io~/~.  but no forests are trees Ihal are at least two yearn 
quite as important or sensitive old. These tg:es would probably be 
thoee found on valley bottom~, a mix of hemlock, spruce and 
Generally, lower elevations have cedar, and they would be planted 
a plentiful supply of water and are immediately following harvest in 
the recipients of all types of order to give the new crop of 
nutrients from surrounding conifers a head start on other 
mountains. These areas are ideal 
for the growth of:almost any 
o f  vegetation, which in turn 
provides an excellent wildlife 
habitaL When we Interfere In these 
areas, therefore, we have to be 
very aware of nature's ways and 
needs. 
Cottonwood trees are of prime 
importance, for example, and when 
we log an area near a fiver some 
of these trees have to be left to 
maintain ~ oalance of nature. But 
what about after we log? When 
can we expect to be able to log 
again? What happens to the 
thousands of species of inseets, 
fish, mammals and birds? 
If we are careful wildlife won't 
be seriously disturbed, and if we're 
patient and wait for natural 
succession, we can expect o cut a 
fresh crop of trees in about 300 
years. In today's economy, though, 
300 years is not an acceptable 
turnover of a commercial crop. 
Therefore, man must obviously 
naturally.occudng species. 
Prior to tids planting, some soft 
preparation would normally take 
place; that would usually Include 
broadcast burning, which removes 
excess slash and retards brush 
encroachment. Mechanical  
methods are discouraged because 
they expose and destroy natural 
minerals and elements and 
encoursgc brush growth. 
A~r  two 8rowing seasons, the 
area requires a "Stocking Survival 
Survey" in order to determ/ne crop 
success  - -  or failure - -  and to 
determine if any form of brush 
control measures are required. 
If it is determined that there is a 
brush problem, there are two 
options: mechanical removal, or 
the use of herbicides. The cho ice  
of method depends on a variety of 
factors such as the species of brush 
and the height of the brush 
compared to the conifer crop. The 
important hing, though, is that the 
appropriate method be carried out 
intervene 
commerce are to continue to turn. 
Bet how? 
_ft. the whee ls  of.....as_.quicUY as possible.., to reduce  
A s we know, lowland areas are very active and when we 
log one of these sites we 
leave behind what is probably the 
richest soil in the area, dotted with 
a variety of seeds, young trees and 
dozens of species of shrubs. Also, 
when we cut the coniferous trees, 
we open the area to sunlight and 
set the scene for the rapid growth 
of anythisg we've left behind. This 
means that brush and deciduous 
trees will take over the area within 
only a few months, blocking 
sunlight and retarding the growth 
of young conifers. 
competing vegetation. 
This  process of  surveying and 
brush ing is done  every three to 
four years until the trees are 
considered to be "free growing". 
Free growing means that the 
conifer crop has outgrown the 
underbrush to the point where 
brush competition is no longer 
considered to be a concern; a 
period of about 25 to 30 years. 
Under today's practices, the job 
of the logging company (in the 
case of large forest Hcenses and 
Tree Farm I,icemes) at this point 
has been completed. The company 
has planted, monitored and 
maintained a new forest and now 
only need to walt for their crop to 
L I I I 
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in s+:ights 
by Ted Stra~em 
mature. Bet them is still more 
work that needs to be done, .and 
tbe government becomes, or at 
least used to become, respomible 
under the joint Forest Resource 
Development Program (FRDA). 
Once free growing, trees need to 
be pruned to optimize the ultimate 
product (lumber) fertilized to 
insure vigorous growth, and a 
practice called "pre-commerc/al 
thinning" needs to be carded out to 
insure straight, tall, healthy trees. 
Pre-commcrcial thinning is often 
referred to as thinning. 
After 40 years of growth, 
"commercial thinning" is required. 
Commercial and pre-comn~rcial 
thinning both serve the same 
purpose, but in commercial 
thinning the trees are closer to 
maturity and can be used in the 
mill. By carrying out all of these 
management p~o~dures, we can 
expect a harvestable crop in about 
80 to 100 yea= as opposed to 300 
years under natural succession. 
• 4~d'"It'+S +Siir+~o:'~aT'~ .:world 
deserve a big bat on the back.., if 
we did all this work. 
But we've forgotten something. 
What about the wildlife habitat? 
When we mowed down all those 
trees and planted our next 
generation we .forgot about the 
insects, squirrels and ravens. In 
order to include their welfare in 
our plen, we should have 
considered something called 
"intesrated manascment". 
Integrated management considers 
all factors in the forest, including 
ember and wildlife. When we first 
logged the forest we might have 
considered leaving a few areas that 
were perhaps a little wet or 
otherwise difficult to 1o8. It 
wouldn't have cost very many 
trees. And when we-did-our 
brushing, we could have worked 
around areas that included species 
like red ozler dogwood. They're 
difficult o treat anyway and tbey 
provide ideal shelter for a number 
of wildlife species. We would lose 
a few trees but the habitat gain 
would have more than offset the 
loss. 
And from the point of view of 
planting a new forest, there's one 
other thing we might have 
considered. If the area is an active 
floodplain, and we went ahead and 
• lo~ged it anyway, we shouldn't 
have planted hemlock, spruce and 
cedar. We should have planted 
cottonwood instcud. 
Once the cottonwoods are old 
enough, in about 15 years, they 
will be well ahead of the 
competing brush and we can 8o 
ahead and underplant our conifer 
species. We may have to do a little 
brushing in that first 15 years but 
by the llme we plant our hemlock, 
spruce and cedar, very attic work 
should be required. The 
cottonwood have reduced the water 
table end hell~! control the brush, 
and they've done it free. 
Next week, we'll move up the 
side of the mountain a ways and 
take a look at mid-slope ecology. 
Following that, we'll-have a look 
at mid-slope management before 
moving one level higher. 
Foresuy Insights is reBulor 
weekly j?.ature of tAe Terrace 
Sev ,, by stay: reporter 
Ted Straclum in consultat~ with 
ReBistered Pro[essional Foresters. 
Rod Amobl and Doug Davies. We 
encourage our readers to become 
involved in fore.my baue~ by 
submiui~g qt~ion~ comments 
and contributioas of their ow~. 
Write to Foreatry ImQghts, c/o the 
Terr~.e Review, 4535 Oreig Ape, 
Terroc~ B.C. VSO IMT. 
School District #88 
(Terrace) 
NOTICE 
Beginning in May and ending 
in October, 1990, grass fer- 
tilizer will be applied to all 
playing fields in the Terrace 
and Thornhill area schools 
during the first week of each 
month. 
18 
Games 
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4 
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SUN AY. T~ce;AthlelitCsAssoClatlon 
MONDAY: Te[~b::~Miho~/.!:H,~k~ (First three 
+ei'~++mii+Or:Ba~ll (Remaining 
m+i+da+:+reve+  morn h) 
TUFSDAY:  Kerm~e:Fr+' iendship Society 
WEDN ESl)A¥,+ii~i'eii:ac~e :Bld b~ck: Swi n, Ch,b  
TH U RS I)A Yi:!747(Airl Cadets:i:i/,::,! ': " 
".! Ladiesof the Royal Purple : ': ~i + 
Paraplegic AsSbciatlon ~. '0i~;, i ~',~.+ 
'ribal Council (Temice l..oca!)~.: 'i :~'~.~:, 
Paraplegic Found~ati6n : :: r ~' ~:';[ 
cc Peaks Gymnastid Club : ::,~ ,!!i:i:: I . 
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I CANADA I 
Trees for Canada is a Canada-wide Initiative design- 
ed to give all members of Scouts Canada the oppor. 
tunity to demonstrate, through action, their concern for 
their country. 
In future years the millions of trees (38 million trees 
since 1972 and increasing by 2 million a year) will help 
beautify Canada and provide a renewable resource. 
The members involved receive practical training in con. 
servation and reforestation and they will see the 
results of their work for years to come. 
Trees for Canada is also a fund raising project. The 
funds raised have been used to help further Scouting in 
our community and to develop campsites. Some of the 
money is used to support international Scout programs 
designed to help Scouts in Third World countries learn 
about "village technology" so they can help their 
families and communities. Learning about fish farm- 
ing, planting trees on the edge of the Sahara, learning 
trades - -  these are examples of projects Scouts have +, 
undertaken in the past few years. • ~: .~. 
This year, it ts expected that Canadian Scouts wiil(, 
plant close to two millton trees, 2,500 in Terrace alone..  
Support your4ocal Scouts..,, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... .......... ;:~ 
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Letters to the Editor 
ri Why the schools? 
Laura Marie Taylor, a Grade 12 student at Caledonia Senior Secondary School, put Terrace 
Branch 13 of the Royal Canadian Legion on the literary map recently with a poem she 
submitted in the Legion's annual Remembrance Day competition last year. Branch 13 president 
Peter Crompton and Poppy Campaign chairman Arlene Bergh informed her recently that her 
entry in the senior poem category, Broken Remembrance, placed third in the Pacific Command 
area. 
Broken Remembrance 
Written by Laura.Marie Taylor, Caledonia Grade 12 student 
The petals, their lifeblood, shed for our freedom,. 
The seeds are the bullets, embedded in flesh, 
The stem is our country, supporting them fully, 
The leaves are the homefront, just hanging on. • ,! 
This poppy our symbol of faithful remembrance, 
Each year in November we wear it with pride. 
Then it's tossed in the garbage, once more forgotten, 
'Till November brings remembrance again to our minds. 
Oh can't you hear them? They scream out remembrance. 
Why do we always forget them so soon? 
Let's always remember the bloodshed for freedom, . : +. ~, :.~ .~: 
The.victims, the heroes, that gave us our home. 
I r ~ = l l l l  
Ambitious 1991 Northern Winter 
Games plans rolling smoothly 
Terrace's second crack at 
hosting the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games is on track and 
proceeding without hinderenee 
so far. 
Local games coordinator Glen 
Thomsen feels Terrace will pro- 
duce an event second to none 
next February 1, 2 and 3. 
"We' re  progressing very 
well," Thomsen told us during a 
break at the annual general 
meeting of the Games Society on 
April 21. 
"We have all our chair posi- 
tions filled and are getting sub- 
committees put into place. 
Because of the experience we 
have locally, things are rolling 
along quite well." 
Thomsen said they're starting 
specific• efforts now with a ma- 
jor push towards gaining cor- 
porate funding. 
Thomsen said that under the 
guidance of events chairman 
Bob Dahl, the Terrace Games 
could handle up to 28 different 
sports. 
The list includes some sports 
not included on the '83 agenda 
when Terrace hosted its first 
games. 
"It 's a big sports package 
compared to past and future 
games, but we can handle it." 
It was pointed out that Fort 
Nelson (the '92 +hosts) plans only 
17 events, a number close to that 
held at Chetwynd's tri-city 
games this year. 
In addition to local corporate 
funding, Thomsen said, they'd 
have several other fund-raisers 
between ow and the fall. 
"Among the plans is a 
telethon in the fall (late 
September) and perhaps a 
walk/wheelathon to the Hot 
Springs," Thomsen advised. " I f  
our corporate effort and 
telethon are successful, we won't 
need many mini-fund-raisers 
near the end." 
The estimated cost of the 
games is close to $250,000. 
A B.C. government grant 
covers about one-third of the 
cost. Souvenir sales, program 
sales, raffles and bake sales also 
contribute to the cost. 
In most cases over the years, 
host communities break even on 
the cost factor. If there is a pro- 
fit, it goes to the hosts. 
Thomsen said they'd be sign- 
ing up more volunteer helpers at 
the Trades Fair this weekend 
(May 4 and 5), and would con- 
duet a billeting door-to-door 
campaign this summer. 
The Games' office is now 
located in the Chamber of Com- 
merce building at 4511 Keith 
Avenue. The phone number is 
635-1991. 
Gallery hosts Kispiox 
artist's watercolors 
This month the Terrace Art 
Gallery will host an exhibit by 
painter and watercolor artist 
Leslie Barnwell from the Kispiox 
Valley. An open house will be 
held Saturday, May 5 from 7 to 
10 p.m. for a first look at her 
works entitled "Vast Solitude". 
The general public is encouraged 
to attend. 
Leslie Barnwell was born in 
Victoria, B.C. in 1949. During 
high school, she studied art and 
received numerous awards in ar- 
tistic competitions. In an inter- 
view with the Three Rivers 
Report, Leslie said she enjoys 
talking to people about her 
work. She looks forward to 
greeting and speaking to all pre- 
sent at the opening. 
Most of Barnwell's display is 
watercolor, but some of the 
most interesting and obvious 
displays of textures are found in 
her watercolor collages, which 
contain layers of watercolor- 
painted tissue. 
To the Editor; 
With reference to the issue of' 
condom dispensers in school 
lavatories: 
Yes, mechanical prophylaxis 
should be used by teenagers who 
choose to be sexually active, but 
the notion that the school 
district be in charge of supplying 
the condoms eems a bit much. 
Certainly, it is true, teenagers 
can be reached through the 
schools, but they can also be 
reached through A&W, McDon- 
ald's and the shopping malls. 
Why not install condom dis- 
pensers in public washrooms 
and keep the schools out of it? 
Teenagers need to learn their 
ABC's in that environment and 
not be titilated by condom 
dispensers. - 
It seems to me this issue falls 
under the category of "Preven- 
tative Health Care". Is it fair to 
dump that responsibility on the 
school district? 
Eva Boyd, parent, 
Terrace, B.C. 
I thought that this 
is what leaders are for 
To the Editor; 
This morning while listening 
to the radio news, I heard one of 
our so-called politicians remark 
that B.C. was not getting a good 
deal from Ottawa nd maybe we 
should split off from Canada 
and go our own way. 
This rhetorical B.S. should 
stop. When we hear our politi- 
cians say, "split up Canada 
because of cultural differences 
and lousy taxes", perhaps they 
should be reminded that they are 
in parliament to sort out these 
problems, not bury their heads 
in sand. 
As far as I am concerned, any 
federal or provincial politician 
who would separate from 
Canada instead of standing up 
and fighting for our rights, 
should he flogged. I know our 
fore-fathers fought for this 
country; maybe we should also. 
John Patrick Dodd, 
(a concerned citizen 
of Canada), 
Terrace, B.C. 
Preventing melanoma 
To the Editor; 
I was extremely saddened to 
~e;id'in'Y~ffr'Mafeh 28 issue of 
the loss of Alice Chen-Wing. It 
was disturbing also to read that 
the cause of death was a melan- 
oma. 
As a former Terrace resident I
participated in a lengthy re- 
search study done by the B.C. 
Cancer Control Agency on mel- 
anomas. I was shocked at the in- 
cidence of this disease in B.C. 
When I offered to take on this 
project I had no idea that the 
work would extend over two 
years and the entire geography 
of the North. The findings were, 
I felt, very interesting and con- 
elusively point to prevention as 
the best way to beat this killer. 
I would like to take this op- 
portunity, therefore to appeal to 
your readers to pay attendion to 
any moles that are dark in color, 
raised, and especially those in 
areas where there may be irrita- 
tion from clothing, glasses etc. 
Also pay attention >to moles 
which may have received even 
one bad sunburn. In women the 
most common occurances are on 
their backs and legs. But they 
can occur anywhere. 
I would encourage persons 
with noticeable or large moles to 
monitor them and consult with 
their physicians about removal. 
It is a brief, painless procedure 
which could save your life. At 
presen t , prevention is the only 
sure way. 
I hope that soon more routine 
screening will be done for 
melanomas and more public 
awareness campaigns under- 
taken. An ideal would be to see 
mole checks done as routinely as 
pap smears or blood pressure 
checks. 
Jane Gellately 
Prince George, B.C. 
Good news for Anqe fans 
To the Editor; 
Each year, many inquiries are forum to increase their knowl- 
received about the life and edge about "Anne",  L.M, 
works of L.M. Montgomery, Montgomery and Prince Ed- 
creator of Anne of Green ward Island. 
Gables. To provide a consistent If your readers wish to find 
and creative format to service out more information, they can 
these requests, we are producing write to Kindred Spirits of 
a newsletter entitled "Kindred P,E.I . ,  Silver Bush, Park 
Spirits of Prince Edward  Corner, Kensington R.R. 2, 
Island". Prince Edward Island, Canada, 
This newsletter will provide COB 1M0. 
"Anne" fans with a reliable George Campbell. 
Raffle winner revealed 
To the Editor; 
Jackie Rioux is the lucky winner 
of the Little Tykes Playhouse 
raffle sponsored by the Terrace 
French Preschool. The preschool. 
would like to thank the Terrace 
Lions Club. 
Kaeleen 'Bruce) 
Publicity Chairperson 
Terrace French Preschool 
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CounterAttack - -  .... not just spring 
and Christmas, but all year round 
Christmas and springtime are 9) Is it difficult for  you to Because no two people are  
two seasons of the year when predict with any consistency alike, "safe" levels of drinking 
Terrace RCMP undertake their how much you will drink and habits differ from person to per- 
high-profile campaign against how it will effect you? Yes [] No son. This test is intended to pro- 
impai red dr iv ing.  The [] vide you with a checklist of war- 
CounterAt tack  campaign,  10) Is it possible that drinking ning signs. Other important risk 
however, is a public awareness may'be disrupting your normal factors include: whether either 
device the police use to highlight sleep patterns7 Yes [] No [] natural parent had drinking or 
one of their crime-detecting ac- 11) Has there been a reduction in drug problems; whether you 
tivities that in fact goes on at a your efficiency, or an increase in began drinking regularly before 
vigorous pace all year. the times you have been late or the age of  18; and whether you 
Cst. Ken Harkness explains absent from work or school use "street" drugs on a regular 
that Christmas and spring were since you began drinking? Yes basis or mix drugs and alcohol. 
chosen as target seasons because [] No [] This questionnaire is not. in- 
several years of statisticsshowed 12) Do you find yourself drink- tended as a substitute for a 
that people in B.C. are more ing alone more often? Yes [] No thorough medical examination 
prone to drive with illegal [] and discussionwith3,ourdoctor. 
alcohol blood levels at those 13) Have you ever experienced a With this in mind, the TRY Test 
times of the year than at other period of memory loss or fuzzy personal evaluation should be 
times, memory as a result of your scored as follows: 
As a demonstration of the drinking? Yes [] No [] A "Yes"  answer to any ONE 
detection and arrest process for 14) Has medical treatment or question should be taken as a 
drunk drivers, Cpl. Gary Mortiz hospita l izat ion ever been signal that the person is poten- 
recently took a Terrace Review necessitated by your drinking? tially at risk; 
staff photographer through the Yes [] No [] A "Yes" answer to any TWO 
procedure and a display of some 15) Do you see your drinking as questions hould be taken as a 
of the hardware police use. a way to combat shyness, to definite warning sign; THE BREATHALYZER, demonstrated here by Terrace jail guard 
Cst. Harkness also provided build up self-confidence, or to A "Yes" answer to THREE Jim Ippleand Cpl. Gary Mofltz, is a sophistioated high-teoh device 
us with a copy of the TRY (The escape from worries, stress or OR MORE questions clearly in- that compares differences in light transmission between a
Responsibility is Yours) test that boredom? Yes [] No [] dicates that professional con- chemical sample that reacts with alcohol by changing color and 
can be used as an objective test 16) Have you ever used a "mor- sultation and evaluation are ad- a neutral sample. 
for personal alcohol abuse pro- ning eye-opener" to steady our vised. 
blems. Try it out. nerves or to get rid of a 
hangover? Yes [] No [] ~ . .  
17) Can you drink more than ...... " 
you used to without feeling the 
TRY Test effects? Yes [] No [] 
Personal Evaluation 18) Have you ever been arrested 
for driving under the influence? 
How much alcohol is too Yes [] No [] ~1 
much? How can you tell if you 19) Have you ever felt that you : ~ - '  ~.. i 4 may be in danger of developing should cut down on your drink- ~,,::~ ~:~ .:=!~: ~:?~~,';~"~:  . . . .  ~, ~ ~ ..... i - . . ,: . 
This questionnaire has been .::: ...... :::.~::::~ .... 
designed to help you take a ~ ~  
realistic look at your drinking ~ :!~'i ~ ................. 
habits, There are many factors 
-to consider, such as where, Answers 
when, how and how often you This questionnaire deals e ~ ~  
drink. But what happens when primarily with alcohol use 
you drink (consequences) i  pro- because alcohol is the drug of 
bably the single most important choice for most people. How- 
thing to think about. Look at all ever, the questions and personal 
these factors in relation to each evaluation can also be used to 
other. You'll get a better picture detect possible problems with 
of your drinking habits when other drugs, including "street" RADAR is one piece of hardware police use all the time, but it is helpful in uncoveflng Impaired 
you see patterns form. drugs such as marijuana nd co- drivers as well as speeders. Vehicle operators who have had too much to drink tend to forget about 
Answer the TRY Test per- caine, or prescription drugs, speed limits or ignore them altogether. 
sonal evaluation as honestly as 
you can. The TRY Test answer 
sheet will help you evaluate your 
responses. If a friend or family 
member's drinking is affecting 
you, this questionnaire can be 
used to examine the impact of 
their drinking habits, ie: "Does 
my spouse ever lose time from 
work due to his/her drinking?" 
1) Do you ever lose time from 
work or school due to drinking? 
Yes [] No [] 
2) Do your friends or family 
ever comment on your drinking, 
or the effect it is having on 
them? Yes [] No [] 
3) Has your reputation ever 
suffered because of your drink- 
ing? Yes [] No [] 
4) Do you ever feel guilty about 
your drinking, or the effects of 
your drinking? Yes [] No [] 
5) Have you ever suffered any 
financial difficulties as a result 
of your drinking? Yes [] No [] 
6) Are your preferred friends 
heavy drinkers? Yes [] No [] 
7) Do you eat lightly or skip 
meals to enhance the effects of IT DOESN'T LOOK LIKE MUCH OF A ROOM, but it's the most 
alcohol? Yes [] No [] THE ALERT roedside breath testing system is a tool that saves expensive accommodation In town. A minimum fine of several 
8) Has your general ambition time and helps police spot marginally Impaired drivers. Cpl. Gary hundred dollars anda year off the road are the current penalties 
decreased ue to your drinking? Moritz says some regular drinkers are difficult to detect by eye for Impaired driving. Cst. Crag Goodwin is one of the Terrace 
Yes [] No [] - because they have developed a high tolerance for alcohol. RCMP members on the look-out for potential guests, 
i i  
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Young. Writers meet live =. authOrs.::   
• Last Week students throughout 
the Northwest enjoyed the exdte- 
n~n~ of vlsieng autbom brought in 
tO celebrate You~ Wdtem' Week. 
 kshops in 
" =¢heols raM, fi lndce m a polm- 
lar chaqF of pm= for dimroom. 
tired st.a=~" and teacbnm. 
/rather BlchaM ' l~n  1oo1~ 
like he'd just stcppM OUt of a 
stoq book. Wearing a railroad' 
s.st  - 
ers, he emily ~ld  the unwavering 
attention of small children with 
tales of his family. 
"I enjoy children," he says. As he 
read his book, Erie's Bath, tic 
crowd of six year-olds sat 
entranced, hanging on to every 
word. A quick bout of jusgi/ng 
added to tic magic. 
Batty Watczton wrote poetry as a 
child, but didn't become a child- 
ren's author until her own chtldrcn 
were Szown, "You need 
to have a clean slate," she 
explained. Author of A Salmon for 
Simon and the "Quincy Rumple" 
books, Waterton spoke to her 
young audience like a favorite 
aunt, patiently answering questions 
such as, "How long does it take 
you to mahe those books7 Do your 
books go to different owns?", and 
"How many books have you mad7" 
A reception was held in the Tcr- 
race Art Gallery Wedmsday even. 
ing for Thompson and Watmon, 
along with authem Joan Weir and 
Irene Watts, all of whom had a 
hectic schedule of meetings with 
students ~ '~~id  ~ ida=' week. 
Student. writing was dlsp|ayed on 
placemms in local restaurants, and 
Terrace schools were humming 
with the sound of pencils against 
paper as students enthusiastically 
wrote and rc-wxote stofles, poems 
and ideas. 
Walking away fiom one author's 
session, a Grade 1 student said, "I 
think. I'm going to wflte books 
when I grow up." With that, the 
Terrace and District Teacher-Lib. 
rarians' Association can consider 
1990's Young Wfltcm' Week a 
full success. 
RICHARD THOMPSON: Points out that writers need additional 
skills to fall back on. 
Summer School of the Arts 
elects board, sets goals 
A board of directors was 
elected on April 25 for the pro- 
posed Summer School of the 
Arts in Terrace next year. 
Elected to serve on the board 
were Lawrence Gosselin, general 
manager of the Terrace Co-op; 
Peter Dickson, an artist and 
draughtsman at Soutar Ar- 
chitecture; Steffan Wagner, a 
music teacher in Kitimat; Tom 
Walker, manager of the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre; Terry Anderson, 
board members and to start 
planning for a Summekr School 
of the Arts in Terrace. 
The board of directors will act 
to develop, implement and sup- 
port the ongoing operations of a 
Summer School of the Arts of 
the highest possible quality and 
stature in the Terrace area. 
The purposes of the school 
are: 
• To further and enrich the arts 
through the sponsorship of na- 
re,sic ~r~t0LgfSchog!:~st.dCt tional andi~,jn.t~rnational,:~ 
#88; Elaine Maikapar, infoi~n~- • educators. 
tion officer at NWCC; Carol 
Zucchiatti, active in the North- 
west Music Festival; Marilyn 
Kerr, also active in the North- 
west Music Festival and respon- 
sible for music demonstrations 
and workshops through Sight 
and Sound for the community of 
Terrace; AlanSoutar, architect; 
Tom Keitch; Liz Williamson; 
Brian Koven, drama teacher at 
Skeena Jun io r  Secondary 
School; and Carla Glenn. 
The new board met last night 
to determine the positions of its 
• To promote the arts and pro- 
vide quality art experience for all 
residents in the Pacific North- 
west and beyond. 
• To encourage tourism and 
economic development for Ter- 
race and the surrounding areas. 
• To operate a Summer School 
of the Arts. 
• To engage in activities to fur- 
ther the purposes of the society. 
• To include a broad represen- 
tation of arts and business in the 
operation of the school. 
Local Carnation Campaign agenda 
set by MS research supporters 
Contdbutnd by 
Doug MacKay 
The Multiple Sclerosis Society 
of Canada, B.C. Division, is 
once again launching their an- 
nual Carnation Campaign 
throughout the province. They 
report that the 1989 campaign 
raised over $222,000 province- 
wide. Monies raised from the 
Carnation Campaign supports 
client services, public awareness ~ 
and vital research into the cause 
and cure of multiple sclerosis. 
Multiple sclerosis currently af- 
fects over 5,000 British Colum- 
bians. 
The following local organiza, 
tions will support he Carnation 
Campaign:/ 
:e Terrace Pizza hut will make a 
*donation on every medium-sized 
pizza ordered on the weekend of 
May.l.l and 12, ~.they di d last 
year. ' .... 
!eThe~ Eiectri eal: Union and 
Union of Operating Engineers 
coordinated a special camper- 
ized van lottery (the van and ac- 
cessories are valued at $45,000). 
The lottery tickets were sold 
from Kemano to Smithers to the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, and 
the draw took place April 26. 
• On the evenings of May 11 
and 12, members of the Multiple 
Sclerosis organization and 
friends will be doing a Pub 
Crawl to raise funds for M.S. 
research. 
eA lso  May 11 and 12, 
throughout the area, volunteers 
will be c01iciting donations in ex- 
change for carnations. The car- 
nation symbolizes hope that one 
day, there will be a cure for 
multiple sclerosis. 
Multiplesclerosis is a criP- 
and 40 years. It is now accepted 
that multiple sclerosis is caused 
by an interaction between 
genetic and environmental fac- 
tors. M.S. usually strikes during 
the reproductive period. His- 
torically, women with M.S. were 
often advised to either not 
become pregnant or to terminate 
existing pregnancies. The results 
of a recent study indicate that 
pregnancy may not be as 
detrimental s had been thought 
in the past. This work has re- 
sulted in a reproductive 
counselling program for M.S. 
patients. 
, If.i~,Lanyone would like . to 
volunteer a few hours timewith 
this year's campaign or for in- 
piing disease of the centr~ ner- formation on M!S. research, call 
vous system, It is. the greatest Doug MaCKay in Terrace at 
cause of disability among young 635-4809 or the B .C .M.S .  
adults • between, the ages • of 20. Society at 437-3244: . . . . . . .  
Coming EVents 
t W~ 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project 
is available from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing 
Society office, corner ~ of Apsley Street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
TheTe~race and Dlstd©t Ads Council is accepting ap- 
plications, for theirsch01arships for summer fine arts 
courses. For further Irfformatlon, please write to Box 35, 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A2or call 635-2529.~ Deadline for ap. 
• 1990. . . o. - . plications is May 31, ', : 
Starting in May - -  NeW bowling leagues, short season 
(seven to eight weeks). Learn tO keep score, Improve 
your game. Coaching available upon request. Phone the 
Terrace Bowling Lanes at 635-5911. 
Starting In May - -  A weekly Women's Support Group. 
sponsored by the Victims' Assistance Program, the Sex- 
ual Assault Centre and K'san Transition House. For fur- 
ther information, contact Karen Walker at 638-0383, the 
transition house at 635-6447 or the sexual assault cen- 
tre at 635-4042. 
Thursday, May 3 --. The Terrace Beautification Society 
will be holding a meeting at 7 p.m. at the city hall. All 
members and those Interested are urged to attend. 
Fdday, May 4 --- The Canadian Paraplegic Assocl will be 
having an open house between 12 noon and 6 p.m. Rib, 
bun cutting by major Jack Talstra at 2 p.m. Marie 
Hildebrandt, Regional Rehabilitation Officer, wishes to 
invite all members and the public to drop by. The office 
is located at 200A-4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, second 
floor across from the elevator. 
Friday, May 4 -- The Elks with the Royal Purple 
assisting, plan a 'tag' event and publicity hand-outs in 
the evening, in recognition and support of "Hearing and 
Speech" month in Canada. 
Saturday, May S - -  Pancake breakfast from 8 to 11 a.m. 
at the Happy Gang Centre on Kalum Street. Sponsored 
by B.C.O.A.P.O. Everyone welcome!! 
Monday, May 7 - -  Annual general meeting of the Ter- 
race Little Theatre Society at 7:30 p.m., McColl 
Playhouse, 3625 Kalum Street. Elections at 7:30 p.m., 
general meeting at 8 p.m. Call 635-2942 for more infor- 
mation. 
Tuesday, May 8 - -  Breakfast meeting (8 to 9 a.m.) for all 
:: agefl¢ies rand businesses intereSted in ~ partic lpati ngi n' 
Terrace's Second Canada Fitweek Corporate Cup, to be 
held May 25 to June 3. Call Sonya at 638-3468 and come 
to the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. * ~,',, 
Tuesday, May 8 .-- General meeting at 7:30 p.m. of the 
Northern Assoc. of Injured and Disabled Workers at 
4663 Lazelle Ave. For further Information, phone 
635-4215 or 635-5057. 
Wednesday, May 9 -- The Terrace Public Library 
presents "Tales for Twos" at 10:30 a.m. beginning to- 
day. Two-year-olds, accompanied by an adult, are In- 
vited to enjoy half an hour of stories, puppets and 
fingerplays. Please register in advance as space is 
limited. There is no charge. Phone 638-8177. 
Thursday, May 10 - -  General meeting of the B.C. Old 
Age Pensioners' Organization at 2 p.m. at the Happy 
Gang Centre on Kalum Street. 
Thursday, May 10 - -  Continuing Care Assistant Educa- 
tion and Employment Information evening will be held 
in room 208at Northwest Community College from 7:30 
to 8:30 p.m. 
May 10 and 18 -- The Terrace Public Library presents 
preschool storytime, Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. and Fridays 
at 10:30 p.m. Children aged three to five are Invited to at- 
tend for 45 minutes of picture books, puppets and 
fingerplays. The Thursday session begins May 10 and 
the Friday session begins May 18. Please register in ad- 
vance. There is no charge. Phone 638-8177. 
Friday, May 11 - -  The Nisga'a Valley Health Board and 
the Kermode Friendship Centre will be hosting a 
"Careers DAY" at the Terrace Inn in their Dolly Varden 
room starting at 9 a.m. through to 4 p.m. For further in- 
formation, please contact Eric Barton at 635-6511 or 
Francis Smith at 635-4906. 
Saturday, May 12 -- The annual plant sale of the Skeena 
Valley Fall Fair Association will take place from 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. at the parking lot next to the Petro-Can service 
station on Lakelse Ave. 
Monday, May 14 -- The Terrace Unit Canadian Cancer 
Society is holding a Living with Cancer Informal get- 
together for anyone who has been touched by cancer. 
Experiences and solutions can be shared so that stress 
is often reduced. Come and Join us at the meeting room 
of the Terrace Public Library at 7 p.m. For more Informa- 
tion, contact Norma at 635-2879. 
Tuesday, May 15 -- Friends and Families of Schlzo. 
phrenics Support Group will be meeting at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Mills Memorial Hospital psych conference room. 
For further. Information, call 638.3325. . , 
~ l m m m m m m M , ~  
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Useless to protest 
federal tax grab 
In mid-February Terrace city 
council received'a rather abrupt 
letter. With no consultation or 
prior warning from the Communi- 
cations Canada, the city was told 
there would be a 1,039 percent 
increase in their radio communica- 
tions licencing fee. They were 
better off than Surrey, who was 
hit with a 3,035 percent increase, 
but that was little consolation. 
The city was faced with a bill of 
$2,452 for public works and $750 
for fire department radio licences 
compared to a total of about $325 
for both licencea in 1989, 
The city wrote to the federal 
Minister of Communications, the 
Minister of State for Privatization 
and Regulatory Affairs, the Radio 
Regulatory Branch, Prince George 
MP Frank Oberle and Skeena MP 
Jim Fulton expressing concern 
over the amount of the increase 
and the lack of consultation before 
implementing it. 
At the time, alderman Ruth Hal- 
.lock said, "We don't anticipate too 
much success," and it appears, as 
though she was right. The city has 
since received a letter from Minis- 
ter of Communications, Marcel 
Masse, who says consultations 
began with municipalities in 1986. 
No one in this area, though, seems 
to be aware of the consultation 
process. But according to Masse, 
Robert De Cotret, the president of 
the Treasm3, Board, confirmed the 
government's position to remove 
the preferential icencing rates for 
municipalities last December, and 
his government moved on the 
initiative. 
"These policies require all users 
of the radio frequency spectrum to 
contribute equitably to the cost of 
managing this scarce public 
resom'~," Masse said in his letter. 
Actionplan 
for sen,ors 
' Over 40 seniors and health care 
professionals attended a "Strong 
Communities for Seniors" work- 
shop in Terrace last week. Accord- 
ing to S..tm.ng Communities in the 
90's facilitator.Doug Smith, the 
workshop was mined at developing 
senior's facilities and support 
services in Terrace; among the 
factors considered, .he said, are 
housing, health care, raceme, trans- 
portation, safety and security. 
Smith says that once these fac- 
tore had been defined, separate 
lists of available and needed ser- 
vices in Terrace were prepared, 
and a tally of the results of that 
exercise will be discussed luther 
during a May workshop. From that 
point, he says, an action plan for 
developing or improving services 
will then be formed. 
One positive suggestion that 
came out of the workshop was the 
concept of a Senior's Advisory 
Commission to city council. This 
concept has received support from 
Terrace council and will be dis- 
cussed further by the Committee of 
the Whole. If formed, a Senior's 
Advisory Commission would keep 
council informed on senior's 
isSUeS, 
"Licensees hould neither be subsi- 
dized.by other licensees nor by 
taxpayers in general." 
After reading the letter, alderman 
Dave Hull pointed out that thecity 
was using radios for the direct 
benefit of the-city, not for profit, 
and beat Halleck to the punch in 
criticizing Masse's letter by sayi- 
ng, "We didn't want clarification. 
We wanteda reduction." A motion 
to meeive and file the letter was 
then carded with Ha,lock's ap-  
proval. Why? "It's not going to do 
any good to protest," she said. "It 
will only make the pulp mills 
richer." 
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Schizophrenia is the most prevalent form of mental illness in Canada, affecting one percent of the 
population, and a particularly devastating disease because its onset Js usually in the teen years. 
Mayor Jack Talstra recently proclaimed May 5 as Schizophrenia Awareness Day  in Terrace in 
company with Marsha Lloyd, Marie Russell and Rose Made Fleming, local representatives for 
Friends of Schizophrenics. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 1 O0 Newpapem el the B.C. and Yukon Communfly Newspapers Assodation 
and reach mere than 1,500,000 homes and a potential two millen readem. 
$165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
............. • ~ .... . .  635-7840 
: AUTOMOlnlVE BUeiNE88 PERSONAL8 
FULLCIRCt.ELEASIN(~. CARS, 0NORGE? No oourl appur- 
TRUCKSANDVANS. Now19~0 immorcommtdepomen~ee. 
Ford, GMC, Chff~er imp~l& ary l  Ju~5-15weeks-$~0.~ 
Eady base relume. Wholesale plum cmt& You or we lype. le,.  for 
Imdu. $0 Down, free delivecy, o4Can.sda'snewDivorceacland 
Ask about our 24 Mo. Ol~iOn Ilemure. ,Same m/ram eb~o ~'~/~ ' Cell oolled: (604)273- 1970. Divormnd~. 201-1252 
Bumml. Van~uv~. 1.88"/-2g00. 
Itasm ~0', Class "A', mar bed- F~ava la l~.  
room model, low miles. $25,g00 EDUCATION 
O.B.O. Phone: W~d~(604)S42- 
5483 (Jerry). Home; (604)54S- 
2252 Mter5:00 p.m. MANAGERS oon~nce 
ooume. Govemmentsapprmed. 
INe. ~be~f~lc~m-  7~W.P~,V~,B .C . ,  
Fble. Muslbeddv~l~. Flnde~ V~CIH2,(604)68'I-5456. 
fee. (604)g87-2.771. 
mmm sum.m ~ oo- ,mand~ 
ooumes for ~ mmera: 
Accounting, N/condllloNng, 
~y~rbmemen~ Beforey~u Bookk~p;~B,~mm, ceea~- 
dmaemtthefam. Can FOUN- ~bW. ~ Leg~i~S- 
DATION FOCUS 1-800-663- cal. 8eorMmy, Psycho4ogy, 
I~_F.4,8:80Lm..4:~0p.m.PDT, Travel G~nlan, lSA)253Ade. 
ll~.Weat, Temnlo, 1 ..800 "0s0- 
KIEFER 81"OCK Traibr 8de: 
me. AIInewouaranteednlUyet~ 6x161~¢kg4,195.,6x20goow- 
goommeck $10,gg6., Two home 
14,195. Brakml:,Ulhmdes. TmJl- 
from 12,800.. Call for clelalb: eduxl SJm Sarvk:e, C, alm~, 
Venclng. (eo4)se~-,-~82. (40~)~91.,~/~. 
I ~ , ~ n ~ ~ .  No ~U~,  ~ ~  ~ ,  
money or e~de~.  6~ !40.000 for I1~ I~ .  ~l l~ l  
1946.. F~I~:  Wade ~ I~M~Rm~I~ 
World Trade, ¢o Cdn. Sinai ~ bedler, Cummins. Rune Weal, 
ness Inst., De~. W1, 1140 Bet- $10,000orbeslo4fer. 19791Ner- 
huny Rd. N. #1, Scad)orough, netloneJ Eagle 3406 Cal, new 
Ontado, M1H 1H4. rubber, sleeper, 15 speed, 
Excellsnl ocation and Ix~entlaL 
Gallsno bland Realty Ltd,, Box to S ¢ords per hour. KebodeDie, 
eel, fastest produdlon woodeplit. 
(604)539-2250.99' Gallano, B.C., V0N 1130, ~verbu i l l  Call: (604)265- 
Business For Sale: Sat 8pdng, 
lsrgesl B.C. Gulf Island. Key Io- FOR 8ALE MISC 
cation. Gttt shop wflh Sears mai 
order depot. Donna Regan: lighting flxluree. Western Can- 
(604)537-5577 o¢(604)537-2845, ada'elsrgestdisplay. Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Nod:)um Lighting Centre, 
waterproofing dealershlp for this 4600 East Has~ings eL, Bumaby, 
area. TopquaJflyproductlineal- B,C., VSC 2K5. Phone: 
lowsforaboveaverage returnon (604)299-0666. 
Investment. We 8upply openlng 
lnventocy, tools and tralnlng, 
~x:cessld dealershlpe estab- }olnta? Sleef)ing hands? "Beulah 
Ilshed across Canada. Phone Oil'help~l Brochure/kdonnatlon 
oollecl: Mr. D. Chaluon, $2.: Beulah Land, eox 1086, 
(604)860.1200. Po~ la PraJde, Man~dl~, R1N 
3C5. 
LADLES, EARN UP TO $60,000 
Inyeurow~l~homel:amd Deal dkectly with the fa¢oq. 
glt basket business. Conrad: BrandnewmodelLE.Ebclrdux 
Bountiful Baskets Whobsalsrs, vacuum, oon~late only $399. 
17-1230 Sheppard Ave. West, plus $25. ehipping. Or Dll 
Downsvlew, Ontario, M3K 1Z9. wilh ucnenoryldt only $349. plus 
ohil3)ing. Call for yours Ioclsyl 
mUmESS PF.mON~J.S STa(604)~e~n.~s. days, (6o4)s~- 
We will tram your family Iranl Cberenco: Wool from Fnmool 
l.mmebeetyeurmmstomt For Samples O4 coloera and typ~ 
hue ~o wdte: Emerald ~41en- $1.75. W~lo:  NefleCre~ione 
des, #120, 12820 Clmke Ram, Ud., #303, 2182 W. 2rid Ave., 
~ ,  B.C., V6V 2H1;  Vm~ouver. B.C., V6K 1146, 
FOnS~.EUmO HELPWANTED 
8 a N Home 8hqRpi~ dub, ORportunl~,[ ~ Pradk:al 
GBlno w for IXe-aRXOVed appli- a~redled, Central No, hem B.C. 
mlilm. (604~,8211 Irma h~eptlal. We me140 mllas wesl 
eL, Vidod~ B.C., VeZ 31:19. o4 Pdnoe Geecge. We csn o4fer 
winler and summer qxxts, arts, 
ATrF.NllON RETAILER. Our drama and the Colege d New 
company offers competitive Caledonia for a vedety of 
o toy~ m~ordin0 m,,ly 
toweb, e(c. ~ d e  and Infor-H.E.U. ~nlracL ~p~_ne~)  
mationmJl: 1-800-265-286~,BK orwdle: Mm.BaroamPedemoe, 
Wholemk~m, LMoweI, Ontarb. D.O.N., Box 479, Bums Lake, 
B.C., V0J 1E0, (604)692-31 el 
NORrrAKE CHINA 8ALE! Tent- 
llk: discount on CURRENT pat- I - I~ST  WANTED: Mod- 
tmna, "~ Del lverad weltpu:ked, _em, bmymlminlnmnnm, B.C. 
Imumd. Speedy our ~ Phone: (eo4)a4~.e~s, or 
penemi For pdco J~eJqZd,~ (s04)a4=.ee53. 
dettlb ml Alexander, "The 
Nodlake ~ ,  Tormlo. toil- c--,~lmrq=po~milylnim'w~eing 
~ree:1.800-26a-~¢EST.C~p m~mm,=mmcmda.c.'~le~ 
~ndmve. _mnumy mr~pq:~m pub. 
Ilehed WMmedey demoom 
. . . . . .  . 
STORE. 1.000~ d ~xoc~m. nman,, bduS~ mq~m d 
_b~km~dk~. ~U,k ,  we I~  Mmmr,  ~ New, 
d money seen0 ~ I Box S007, Cm,eW,~.C., WN 
Wemm W~w F~rm, #103, _SI.N. Phone: (eO4],'~S.~10. 
20120-641h Ave., Langley, B.C., Fax: (e04~,  
VaA4P7. - - 
~.M. de,~, U C ~  
Brained, G.M. exped- 
VITNU" n,o,-,..,,~,~ . . . .  ence would be an asset. Excel- 
1~7~ ,41,.4,u. hl ,~k.. , , .B. J , , . . .M~ I~]r  Imm, tmmm ~,  ,mr  mm 
~-'-'~,;,,~,;,,..~"-"-"%"~ .e~mwimbo,mtmed~r . r .  
~.~: .~ ' - ,  .'--..-...-r, tmumm. Good med~ end me, I=~;x]y i~aomg 8rio welgnl k~m~mn,~a rdmm~ =l~n,, ,,ah ,,v,,,,L Le=l e.,.,..t.,..,..,, u.,. -,---.. - - - - - - , - . - - - - - . , ,  --,-,,.-.- 
menl.6k~CemandMom. FREE r~,, ,  , "~ '~ ' - ' "~. ."~" 
C^TAtO~UF_ W~e: vrr~.~ "~uZ.'.,~',';'~..'~, 2,--"~'~'~ ~'" 
DISCOUNTS, DqX.BC15, 260 . . . . . . . . .  ~,~,~, , ,  r . ,~  
S.W. Uadee Ddve, Vancouver, Boun,~n, cemnun,,,m,...h..,. 
B.C., VSX2P,5.1n Ve~ouver,~~321-7000.1"800"663"O747" Advean ~q~ l" Sales Mane for an e'x~"~e~ge. Ther 
sucmedul candldate wig be 
HELP WANTED hl0hly motivated with strong or- 
0anizational Iddlis and the al~llly H(X~EWlVES, Moe~rs and In- 
lem~K110~mona needed knmedi. 
ately to ml toys end Olta f~ Na- 
tinnaJ Home Party Plsn. Noln- 
veslmenl, deliveries o¢ money 
Cel (S~O)25e-7~0S. - 
Mainlemnc~ Wod~er 5. Houdy 
tale $18.~6~2. Creston Valey 
I-Imldlal has an immedate va- 
cancy for a malnlenanne wocker. 
Pdedple dutlee are perlocmlng a 
vadety o4 high (125 I~i. 40 h.p.) 
~ar (u~, trou~ ahoo~n~ a,d 
d ek~trk:al problems and 
malmnance. Thle pmi. 
nnd for peq)le with 
d,.,eam 
plm md eleddad ream. The 
8uc(x)~u~ candklsta must have 
a valid mrtJlk:ate d cxxnpelmm 
u aBek~Opm~or Cbm "B', be 
eell too/,rated, have exnelant 
~etm,nd  ~eph~c~ d~- 
Cnmm Valley Hoq~al, Bag 
~000,,Orellon, B.C., V0B 1(t0. 
to wod~ ~n a highly (~mpelitive 
markeL Prevk~us newspaper 
sales expodonce dedred but no{ 
essential. Salary plus oommls- 
sion ranges between $3s,ooo to 
~15,000annuaUy. Send r~sume 
to: 111e News. Box 2647, Grand 
Forks, B.C., V0H IH0. 
2 pczlUom: MB~ Mechmk: mcl 
Paris Person. Mercury experl- 
ence preferred. ARdy:P.O. Box 
50, Powell FUver I~u.  7030 At- 
beml Sireeet, Poweli River, B.C., 
VgA2C3. 
GRADING SUPERVI- 
SOP,. Premier btemallenel I.um- 
bet ~e~ A~cy meke se~- 
mollvatM Irxivkkmb wlh ooml & 
Intedor grading experience. 
81rong oommunk:allon a d Inler- 
pemanal ddls dmked. Career 
~dvan~mem. _.'~PmP~ta 
sm and beneflls. Rneume Io: 
Padfk: Lumber ~ Bu- 
ruu, 1110-856 Bumud Slreel. 
Vanoouv~, B.C,, VeC 20,8. 
PERSONAL 
Female adoplne, bern April 26, 
1970 st Jubibe Hnep41al In Victo. 
de, e~rc~nu for Urm famUy. 
7'z90 Chatwel[ Dr.. P,.R,~. 6aim. 
k~on, B.C., V0S IM0. Or 
(e04)ssi-~ar~.. 
REAL F.81"AIE 
K~x~ and kru  PreenS. 
Wdt, for inlommim or Buyers 
Ouldeto: bland Realty,8,~ y .  
mour St., Kamloops, B.C., V2C 
202. Nln: PropedyCoonlMalor. 
Prom: [eo4]~.  
VENDOR RETIRING,2450 sq. fL 
l~.r~,~. ~ _~ or j~¢~ 
one yeatleue, 160 axrue. Kinni- 
kin~ Homeetmd Mini FMWRe- 
Iio¢1. "lNay n~km ~m Meal. 
P,m~ Wdte: Box 707, Mentlt, 
B.C., V0K 2B0. " 
OKANAGAN EQUESTRIAN 
SPECIAL. SO level accu, Ink 
grad. 0m=~0o~u.d!~ng 
ma wth poo4 and vbw. 
125'x200' ~ ~th, mle, T.V. 
_ehow plato ls a rual mml at 
I;630,000. Terms avala~. Call 
Hemy Omnoyer at 1RADELNqD 
RENLTY, 8410 Coldslmm Ave., 
yamn, B.C. (eo4)~.  
(evenings) (604)542-8712; Fax: 
(eo4)r4r~aTa. 
SF.RVlCES 
Ma~ ICBC and Injury da~m. 
Joel A. Wener, trial lawyer for 21 
years. Call colle~, (6O4)736- 
5.~0, Venturer. tinoreoovery, 
nofee. NoYuk~enqulrles. " 
:~BO offered me ~3,500. Oarey 
LInde gol me $190,000." G.N., 
Al~o~sford. Lawo4flmeo4Carey 
Uncle, Vancouver 684=7798. 
Sandng clenls lhroughoul B.C.. 
for 18yearn, 
WAmB 
WANTED: Expedencod oolloclor 
wishes to purchase older 
Moorc~ pcnw. Espec~ neh, 
~ree or mushroom deans and 
any tea or dinner sendms made 
by Moorcm~ or Maclnlym, Call 
oollm: Victode (604)658-289S, 
(6o4)ssg.43m. 
Bt.a~=r ADVERT~ 
Reach over 1.5 million 
households for only 
$165.oo 
• - . ,  . 
AI0  re, R. w- Wednesday, May 2, 1990 
Young, Writers meet l ive authOrs /,- " 
Last week students tlh'oughout 
the Northwest enjoyed the excite- 
ment of vtMtin 8author= brought In 
tO celebrate Youqg Wflter=' Week. 
,at wrks  In 
i-. sdloots ml. lilmu/m wen= apopu- 
cling= of Im~ for dimroom, 
thed s~m" m l mcbm. 
A. r mcmd Taompson, lool=O 
Hhe he'd jmt stepped out of a 
stray book. Wearing a raUmd- 
s=p  shirt and nanbow smpma- 
er=, he emily held the unwawring 
attent/on of small children with 
tales of his family. 
"I enjoy children," he says. As he 
read his book, Bffie's Bath, the 
crowd of six year-okls sat 
entranced, hanging on to every 
word. A quick bout of Juggling 
added to the magic. 
Betty Watcrton wrote poetry as a 
child, but didn't become a child- 
ren's author until her own children 
were grown, "You need 
to have a clean slate," she 
explained. Author of A Salmon for 
Simon and the "Quincy Rumple" 
books, Waterton spoke to her 
young audience like a layette 
aunt, patiently answering qumtlom 
such as, SHow long does it take 
you to make theee books7 Do your 
books go to different owns7", and 
"How many books have you wad7" 
A reccption was held in the Ter- 
race Art Oallery Wednesday even- 
ing for Thompson and Waterton, 
along with authors Joan Weir and 
Irene Warm, all of whom had a 
hectic schedule of meetings with 
stu n= wee  
Student writing was displayed on 
placemals in local restaurants, and 
Terrace schools were humming 
with the sound of pencils against 
paper as students enthusiastically 
wrote and re-wrote stories, poems 
and ideas. 
Walking away from one author's 
session, a Grade 1 student said, "I 
think I'm going to write books 
when I grow up." With that, the 
Terrace and District Teacher-Lib- 
radar'  Association can consider 
1990's Young Wflters' Week a 
full success. 
RICHARD THOMPSON: Points out that writers need additional 
skills to fall back on. 
Summer School of the Arts 
elects board, sets goals 
A board of directors was board members and to start 
elected on April 25 for the pro- planning for a Snmmekr School 
posed Summer School of the of the Arts in Terrace. 
Arts in Terrace next year. The board of directors will act 
Elected to serve on the board to develop, implement and sup- 
were Lawrence Gosselin, general port the ongoing operations of a 
manager of the Terrace Co-op; Summer School of the Arts of 
Peter Dicks•n, an artist and the highest possible quality and 
draughtsman at Soutar Ar- stature in the Terrace area. 
chitecture; Steffan Wagner, a The purposes of the school 
music teacher in Kitimat; Tom are: 
Walker, manager of the R.E.M. • To further and enrich the arts 
Lee Theatre; Terry Anderson, through the sponsorship of na- 
music director ofSchoolDistrict t ional and . , Jn ternat ion~, i  
#88-~El~eMaikaPar,' ~fo~t -  ~~ educators. " ~ : . . . . . . . . . .  
tion officer at NWCC; Carol • Topromote the arts and pro- 
Zucchiatti, active in the North- vide quality art experience for all 
west Music Festival; Marilyn residents in the Pacific North- 
Kerr, also active in the North- west and beyond. 
west Music Festival and respon- • To encourage tourism and 
sible for music demonstrations economic development for Ter- 
and workshops through Sight race and the surrounding areas. 
and Sound for the community of • To operate a Summer School 
Terrace; Alan Soutar, architect; of the Arts. 
Tom Keitch; Liz Williams•n; • To engage in activities to fur- 
Brian Koven, drama teacher at ther the purposes of the society. 
Skeena Junior Secondary • To include a broad represen- 
School; and Carla Glenn. ration of arts and business in the 
The new board met last night operation of the school. 
to determine the positions of its 
Local Carnation Campaign agenda 
set by MS research supporters 
Contributed by 
Doug MacKay 
The Multiple Sclerosis Society 
of Canada, B.C. Division, is 
once again launching their an- 
nual Carnation Campaign 
throughout the province. They 
report that the 1989 campaign 
raised over $222,000 province- 
wide. Monies raised from the 
Carnation Campaign supports 
client services, public awareness ~ 
and vital research into the cause 
and cure of multiple sclerosis. 
Multiple sclerosis currently af- 
fects over 5,000 British Colum- 
bians. 
The following local organiza, 
tions will support he Carnation 
Campaign: 
• Terrace Pizza hut will make a 
donation on every medium-sized 
pizza ordered on the weekend of 
May 11 and !2, a~;,they did last 
year.  . . . . . . .  " .......... " " " "  
;0  ,The , ,  . ,E lec t r i ca l . -Un ion  and .  
Union of Operating Engineers 
coordinated a special camper- 
ized van lottery (the van and ac- 
cessories are valued at $45,000). 
The lottery tickets were sold 
from Kemano to Smithers to the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, and 
the draw took place April 26. 
• On the evenings of May l l  
and 12, members of the Multiple 
Sclerosis organization and 
friends will be doing a Pub 
Crawl to raise funds for M.S. 
research. 
• Also May 11 and 12, 
throughout the area, volunteers 
will be coliciting donations in ex- 
change for carnations. The car- 
nation symbolizes hope that one 
daY, there will be a cure forl 
multiple sc le ros i s . . '  
Multiplesclerosis is a crip- 
pling disease of the central ner- 
Vous system, !t is the gi'eatest 
cause of disability among young 
adults between, the ages of 20 
and 40 years. I t  is now accepted 
that multiple sclerosis is caused 
by an interaction between 
genetic and environmental f c- 
tors. M.S. usually strikes during 
the reproductive period. His- 
torically, women with M.S. were 
often advised to either not 
become pregnant or to terminate 
existing pregnancies. The results 
of a recent study indicate that 
pregnancy may not be as 
detrimental s had been thought 
in the past. This work has re- 
sulted in a reproductive 
counselling program for M.S. 
patients. 
Ifi~,anyone would like to  
volunteer a few hours timewith 
this year's camgaign or for in- 
formation on M.S. research, call 
D0ug MacKay in Terrace at 
635-4809 or the B.C.M.S.  
.Society at 437.3244.. .... 
• coming Events 
.. ~ ,: : ~., 
, ; " , , , ,  
f 
Information concemlng the Twin River Estates project 
is available from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing 
Society office, corner of Apsley street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
The Terrace and District Ads Council is accepting ap- 
plications for theirsch01arships for summer fine arts 
courses. For further irfformatlon, please wr!te to Box 35, 
• Terrace, B.C. VSG 4A2or call 635-2529.'.Deadl(ne for .up-. 
plications iS May 31,1990. ' : ' -~ o . -  ~ : 
Starting In May --  New bowling ledgues, short 8eas0n 
(seven to eight weeks). Learn to keep score, Improve 
yourgame. Coaching available upon request. Phone the 
Terrace Bowling Lanes at 635-5911. 
Starling in May -- A weekly Women's Support Group 
sponsored by the Victims' Assistance Program, the Sex- 
ual Assault Centre and K'san Transition House. For fur- 
ther Information, contact Karen Walker at 638-0333, the 
transition house at 635-6447 or the sexual assault cen- 
tre at 635-4042. 
Thursday, May 3 - -  The Terrace Beautification Society 
will be holding a meeting at 7 p.m. at the city hall. All 
members and those Interested are urged to attend. 
Friday, May 4 -- The Canadian Paraplegic Assoc. will be 
having an open house between 12 noon and 6 p.m. Rib- 
bon cutting by major Jack Talstra at 2 p.m. Made 
Hildebrandt, Regional Rehabilitation Officer, wishes to 
invite all members and the public to drop by. The office 
is located at 200A-4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, second 
floor across from the elevator. 
Friday, May 4 -- The Elks with the Royal Purple 
assisting, plan a 'tag' event and publicity hand-outs in 
the evening, in recognition and support of "Hearing and 
Speech" month in Canada. 
Saturday, May 5 -- Pancake breakfast from 8 to 11 a.m. 
at the Happy Gang Centre on Kalum Street. Sponsored 
by B.C.O.A.P.O. Everyone welcomell 
Monday, May 7 - -  Annual general meeting of the Ter- 
race Little Theatre Society at 7:30 p.m., McColl 
Playhouse, 3625 Kalurn Street. Elections at 7:30 p.m., 
general meeting at 8 p.m. Call 635-2942 for more infor- 
mation. 
Tuesday, May 8 - -  Breakfast meeting (8 to 9 a.m.) for all 
:agencies and businesses IntereSted in particlpating in 
Terrace's Second Canada Fitweek Corporate Cup, to be 
held May 25 to June 3. Call Sonya at 638-3468 and come 
to the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. ~:,, 
Tuesday, May 8 -- General meeting at 7:30 p.m. of the 
Northern Assoc. of Injured and Disabled Workers at 
4663 Lazelle Ave. For further Information, phone 
635-4215 or 635-5057. 
Wednesday, May 9 -- The Terrace Public Library 
presents "Tales for Twos" at 10:30 a.m. beglnnlng to- 
day. Two-year-olds, accompanled by an adult, are In- 
vlted to enjoy half an hour of storles, puppets and 
flngerplays. Please register in advance as space Is 
llmlted. There is no charge. Phone 638-8177. 
Thursday, May 10 - -  General meetlng of the B.C. Old 
Age Pensioners' Organization at 2 p.m. at the Happy 
Gang Centre on Kalum Street. 
Thursday, May 10 -- Continuing Care Assistant Educa- 
tion and Employment Information evening will be held 
in room 208 at Northwest Community College from 7:30 
to 8:30 p.m. 
: May 10 and 18 -- The Terrace Public Library presents 
preschool storytime, Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. and Fridays 
at 10:30 p.m. Children aged three to five are invited to at- 
tend for 45 minutes of picture books, puppets and 
fingerplays. The Thursday session begins May 10 and 
the Friday session begins May 18. Please register in ad- 
vance. There is no charge. Phone 638-8177. 
Friday, May 11 -- The Nisga'a Valley Health Board and 
the Kermode Friendship Centre will be hosting a 
"Careers DAY" at the Terrace Inn in their Dolly Varden 
room starting at 9 a.m. through to 4 p.m. For further in- 
formation, please contact Eric Barton at 635-6511 or 
Francis Smith at 635-4906. 
Saturday, May 12 -- The annual plant sale of the Bkeena 
Valley Fall Fair Association will take place from 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. at the parking lot next to the Petro-Can service 
station on Lakelee Ave. 
Monday, May 14 -- The Terrace Unit Canadian Cancer 
Society Is holding a Living with Cancer Informal get- 
together for anyone who has been touched by cancer. 
Experiences and solutions can be shared so that stress 
is often reduced. Come and Join us at the meeting room 
of the Terrace Public Library at 7 p.m. For more informa. 
tion, contact Norma at 635-2879. 
Tuesday, May 15 - -  Friends and Families of Schizo- 
phrenics Support Group will be meeting at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Mills Memorial Hospital psych conference room. 
For further information, call 638.3325. 
% 
• , , "  
. . . . .  Useless to protest 
• federal tax grab 
In mid-February .Terrace city 
cotmcil received a rather abrupt 
letter. With no consultation or 
prior warning from the Communi- 
cations Canada, the city was .told 
there would be a 1,039 percent 
increase in their radio communica- 
tions licencing fee. They were 
better off than Surrey, who was 
hit with a 3,035 percent increase, 
but that was little consolation. 
The city was faced with a bill of 
$2,452 for public works and $750 
for fire department radio licences 
compared to a total of about $325 
for both licences in 1989, 
The city wrote to the federal 
Minister of Communications, the 
Minister of State for Privatization 
and Regulatory Affairs, the Radio 
Regulatory Branch, Prince George 
MP Frank Oberle and Skeena MP 
Jim Fulton expressing concern 
over the amount of the increase 
and the lack of consultation before 
implementing it. 
At the time, alderman Ruth Hal- 
lock said, "We don't anticipate too 
much success," and it appears, as 
though she was fight. The city has 
since received a letter from Minis- 
ter of Communications, Marcel 
Masse, who says consultations 
began with municipalities in 1986' 
No one m this area, though, seems 
to be aware of the consultation 
• process. But according to Masse, 
Robert De Cotret, the president of 
:the Treasury Board, confirmed the 
government's posidon to remove 
the preferential icencing rates for 
municipalities last December, and 
government moved on the 
tniUative. 
';These policies require all users 
of the radio frequency speclrum to 
contribute equitably to the cost of 
managing this scarce public 
resource," Masse said in his letter. 
Action plan 
for seniors 
Over 40 seniom and health care 
pmfessiomb attended a "Strong 
Commun/ties for Seniors" work- 
shop in Terrace last week. Accord- 
ing to Strong Communities in the 
90's facilitator Doug Smith, the 
workshop was aimed at developing 
senior,s facilities and support 
services in Terrace; among the 
factors considered, he said, are 
homing, health care, income, trans- 
portation, safety and security. 
Smith says that once these fac- 
tors had been defined, separate 
lists of available and needed ser- 
vices in Terrace were prepared, 
and a tally of the results of that 
exercise will be discussed luther 
during a May workshop. From that 
point, he says, an action plan for 
developing or improving services 
will then be formed. 
One positive suggestion that 
came out of the workshop was the 
concept of a Senior's Advisory 
Commission to city council. This 
concept has received support from 
Terrace council and will be dis- 
cussed further by the Committee of 
the Whole. If formed, a Senior's 
Advisory Commission would keep 
council informed on senior's 
issues. 
"Licensees hould neither be subsi- 
dized:by other licensees nor by 
taxpayers in general." 
After reading the letter, alderman 
Dave Hull pointed out that thecity 
was ruing radios for the, direct 
benefit of the city, not for profit, 
and beat Hallock to the punch in 
criticizing Masse's letter by sayi- 
ng, "We didn't want clarification. 
We wanteda reduction," A motion 
to receive and file the letter was 
then carried with Hallock's ap- 
proval. Why? "It's not going to do 
any good to protest," she said. "It 
will only make the pulp mills 
richer." 
AUTOMOTNE 
FULL CIRCLE LEASlNGL OARS 
TRUCKSAND VN~.  New 1990 
Ford, GMC, Ohryabr impo~. 
Early base returns. Whobsab 
and p.n:hasa, cash for 
Uadu. $0  Down, free delivery. 
Aak aboul out 24 Ido. q~llon 
7"~" Call coled: (604)273- 
m ~0', Class "A', mar bed- 
room model, low miles. I25,900 
O.B.O. Phone: Wodg(504)547.- 
5433 (Jem/). Home; (604)545- 
22~. m'ter 5.'00 p.m. 
1956"nlunded)lrd, lg56-58 Cor- 
vatle Md lg57-58 Chav. oonved. 
ibk, Must be msl free end corn- 
idme, Mmtb0drk.iml~. Rndm's 
fee. (604)~e7.2771. 
BuIi.DUIG 8URPt,E8 
your basement? Before you 
decide 9et the fadia. Call FOUN- 
DATION FOCUS 1-81}0-663- 
Ida?' 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. PDT, 
~ OI~OMIJlallBI 
VENDING ROUTES. Ewn hugs 
F~me Ioca.ons In your 
mL All newguaranteed equlp- 
menL Food, c~mUes, pop and 
oolfee madldnes. Investmem 
from ~2,800. Call for dstaiis: 
Vending. (so4)r~7-,~m. 
buainses, even epare time. No 
m4Sme•ey or expede,ca. Since .. Free brochure: Wade 
Wodd Trade, cfo Cdn. Stud Bu~. 
ImL, Oep(. Wl, 1140 BOf 
ismy Rd. N. #1, Scmbomugh, 
Ontedo, M1H 1H4. 
Excellent location and potential. 
Gaflano island ResJty Ltd., Box 
99, Gallano, B.C., V0N 11=0, 
(6o4).9.2~o. 
~ B.C. Gulf Island. Key b- 
cation. Gift shop wilh sears md 
order depot. Donna Regan: 
(604~7.ss77 or (so4)507-2e4s. 
Invest $12,000 in a high end deck 
waleqxooflng doalomhlp for this 
area. Topqualily producl line al- 
lows for above average return on 
Investment. We supply opening 
Invenhxy, tools and training. 
Succeesful deaismhipe estab- 
lished acro~ Canada. Phone 
collect: Mr. D. Chaiseon, 
(604)860-1200. 
gll I~  b~i~.  Cmt~: 
BOunlHul Baskets Wholesalers, 
17-1230 8heppard Ave. West, 
I)owrmvlew, Ontario, MOK 1Z9. 
BUelNE88 PF..FtSONALS 
We vdl! trace your family beet 
Learn aDoul your anmstoml Foe 
free Ido wdle: Emerald A0an- 
dos, #120, 12820 Clarke Plm~, 
B.C., VSV2H1; 
Terrace Review - -  Wednesday, May 2, 1990 A l l  
Schizophrenia is the most prevalent form of mental illness in Canada, affecting one percent of the 
population, and a particularly devastating disease because its onset.is usually in the teen years. 
Mayor Jack Talstra recently proclaimed May 5 as Schizophrenia Awareness Day in Terrace in 
company with Marsha Lloyd, Marie Russell and Rose Made Fleming, local representatives for 
Fdends of Schizophrenics. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in Ihe more than 100 Ne~apem ol the B.C. and Yukon Comrnunlly NewspapereAs~0datlon 
and reach more than 1,500,000 homes and a potential two mlllon readors. 
$165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
............... = .... . .  635-7840 
BUSIME88 PERSONAL8 FOR 8ALE MISC 
DNORCE? No courl N3x)ar- 
anm or ommn~ d spouse necee- 
• aryl Just 5-15 weeks - ~1).96 
l~ue ~m,  You or m ll~)e. 
Lswyer endormd, send forCol)y 
d C~xmda's new Dlvon~ ad and 
lllerelure. Same syslem slnm 
11170. l:)Ivoreen~, 201-12~ 
Bunard, Vancouver, 1-687-2~)0. 
Franchlses avdabla. 
~ .  ~ m ~ .  
~r~.~.  ,m~ 
~ n l  ~ .  ml'n, 1120- 
7WW.P~,V~,B .C . ,  
WC lm,  (~o4)~1.r,4r, s ~  
A~nt i~~l l l~ ,  
~,  ~ ~ , ~ ~  
old. ,~c~t~,  ~y~,  
TmmL Grmlm. (SA) 26S Ade- 
. 
KIEFER 81"OCK Trelor 8de: 
6x16 ~tr4 ,195 . ,  6x20 goose- 
neck $6,1~., 7x20 alumimn 
gocaenm:k $10,98S., Two harm 
IN, lgS. Brak~bothaxJes. Tndl- 
edand Sales Smvk:e, caklw/, 
(4o~)291-~7s7. 
mbber, pony ' win~ chaine, 
$4O,OOO for the pelt. Excalkmt 
oondlinn. 1070 IV~:k Rommylo0 
loader, Cummlem. Runs great, 
$10,000 orbeslolfer. 1979 Inler- 
national Eagle 3406 Ont, new 
rubber, sleeper, 15 q=eed, 
~8,000. Custom Woodepmer 
w~ches, bx~ epms and beds 3 
to 5 cordspor hour, Kdx)da Di~, 
sel, fastest produdlon woodsplit- 
8~ver buillf Call: (604)265- 
FOR SNI.E MISC 
a~'e ~ diq~y. ~ 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Nod)urn U0hling Centre, 
4600 East Hastings SL, Bumaby, 
B.C., VSC 2K5. Phone: 
(604)299-0666. 
Oil" helpsl i~ochure/infcn~ation 
$2= Boulah Land, Box 1086, 
3csPOs.d~le. la Pmkb, Man~dxi, R1N 
Brand new model L.E. Eledrdux 
vacuum, commie only ~99. 
~ue ~.  eh~ng. Or D, t.~xi~ 
wilh a~esao~y kq oNy ~149. plue 
shipping. Call for yours toclayl 
(so4)~-.~s d~yo. (604)~S- 
5725 e~nings. 
Cbarenm: Wool from Fnu~el 
sands o~ ~ snd 
$135. Wdle to: Nefle Creations 
Lid., #303, 2182 W. 2nd Ave., 
Vanmuver, B.C., V6K 1146. 
S & N Home 8holpping dub, 
$1,98o omd~ ~ne guaranteed. 
Call now kx pm-ammved ai~i- 
eati0n. (604)38~O95e, ~211 lima 
81.,Vk:toda, B.C., VeZ3Rg~ 
ATTENTION RETAILER. Our 
company offers cx)mpotitlvo 
p,k~ mJ WeS~ ~ng on 
d~ldng, f,x~ve.r, ores, ~ys and 
toweb, etc. Ca~dngUe and Infor- 
malk~cldl: 1-800-265-2869, 6K 
Whdesabm, ~ ,  Ontario. 
penemt For txloe Ue~shtming 
call Alexander, "llm 
Nafta~ ~ ,  Tomnlo, tdl- 
free: 1-800-263-50~. EST.Cip 
andmm. 
Cuck~s Wmqxod mapem. 
E!~ layur ~lon dbper w~h a 
~ w~m ta~ cat 
. @ ~  
S~E,  ~,o~r~ ~ ,  
~1 d ~y ~ ~ .  
Wulmn Water Farms, 0103, 
20120-64th Ave., langley, B.C., 
V 3 A 4 F / .  
HEALIH 
VITAMIN DISCOUNT& Sinm 
roT'a, o~ed~ h~h ~ 
prio~ on Vitami~ Mimrab, 
He~. BOdy Bu, d~ andWeigh~ 
lass, 8q01demenls, HaV Trmd- 
mini, 6kin Cme and Morn. FREE 
CATALOGUE. Write: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS, De~.BC15, 260 
S.W. Marine Ddvo, Vancouver, 
B.C.,VSX2R5. 1-800-663-0747. 
in Vancouver, 321-7000.~_._._~, 
HELP WANTED 
t ~  ~ ~im~di -  
mlytosel t~  ~ lg l~ f~ Ne- 
Home Party Plan. No in- 
veslmenl, delNedes or money 
cdedion. Cal (519)2S8-7~05. 
r~ $18~.  c ~  v~y 
Hoepltal has an immediate w- 
cancy for 8 maJntenanca worker. 
Prind~ duties are pedon~Ing a 
variety ol high (125 psi. 40 h.p.) 
~ e ~ ~ .  The 
succsadul candidate must hart 
a valid omlllkxtte ol c~mpoten~e 
M a Bdbr Opemlor Cl is "B', I~ 
sail motivatod, have exmhnt 
at: Cmslon Valey Hoq~tal, Bag 
~98o. Cream, B.C., vm too. 
i~.LP WMITED IPERSONAL 
~ ~ Pmdk:el 
urmm. ,In a small relaxed, fully 
accredled, Cenlral I/¢dham B.C. 
hcapilaL Wean) 140 mileswest 
ol Pdnm Gmrge. We can offer 
winler and mmaner epod~, arts, 
drama and the Colege d New 
Caledonia for a variety .of 
~b:  ~ ~ ~ ,  
D.O.N., Box 479, Burns Lake, 
B.C., V0J lEO, (504)692-3181. 
HAIRSTYUST WANTED: Mod- 
era, IxJey salm In ImNme, B.O. 
Phone: (504)342-635S, or  
(~o4)a42-98~. 
Wedne~by allKnoo~ 
Box 3007, CaMlegar, B.O., VIN 
all4. Phone: (504).~s-~1o. 
Fax: (604)365.3334. 
~ mechm~ mq~red~ 
G.M. dem.d~p In Cldmwack. 
Muet be Iloenmd, G.M. exped- 
en~ w~dd be an semt. Excel- 
lent psy plan bannd on flat rate 
system wlh bonus bssad on per- 
~ .  Good medical and 
ins.mnca Idam aio~ wlh excal- 
lenl de~st plan. Please call: 
Oeloy (~ed) ,  ~-7~r~o4. 
Ide~n G.U., 4593o N~:ort Rd. 
Boundary Communlty News hae 
an open~ for an experienced 
Advertisk~ Sales Man.get. The 
su(xx)s~ul candidate will be 
highly mctivmd with ~rong or- 
ganizational skils and the abilly 
to wod( in a highly competitive 
market. Previous newspaper 
sales expodence desired but not 
eseerdisJ. Salary plue commis- 
ston ranges belween $35,000 to 
$4,5,0o0 annually. Send resume 
to: ~ News, Box 2647, Grand 
FoW, s, B.C., V0H 1140. 
2 Ix~k)m: Maline Medw~ and 
Pans Person. Idercury exped. 
enca preferred. ~ldy:P.O. Box 
50, Powell River News, 7030 AI- 
bend Strseet, Poweg ~,  B.C., 
VSA2C3. 
LUMBER GRADING SUPERVI. 
8OFL Premier intercatlemJ Lum- 
emr umN:uon Apncy seeks seU. 
nloUvlmd individuab wilh ooe~ S 
interior grading expedence. 
81ran9 communicaUon and Inter- 
pemoneJ skills dsaked. Career 
Ixl ion v, th ex~k~ omod.n~ 
adv, ncamant. ,'q~wopdm 
Qlmy and beheld. Resume to: 
Padiflo Lumber Inq)ecflo~ Bu- 
reau, 1110-356 Borrard Street, 
Female aclmee, born April 2S, 
1970 at Jubilee Hoeidtal In Vido- 
~, mrchino for Urth Lm"Y. 
Chstwel Dr., R.RJ2, sean- 
Ichton, B.C., V0S 1M0. Or 
(eo4)~2.z~e. 
REAL ESTATE 
Kmloep, and Ama FropeJt~. 
W~e f~  Irdorn~lon or Buyere 
guide to: Inlencl Fealty, 322 sey- 
mour St., Kamloope, B.C., V20 
2G2. Ann: PropertyCeorde~or. 
Phone: (604)a7~.  
VENDOR RETIRING2450 eq. ft. 
InduW~ 10ugding ~ UuMng 
Co,,nun,y of Squ~u~eh yam 
auto modmn~ repalr Ixminmm. 
a=7. ,dy, ( )e92- 
Prq)mmb i, vited for minimum 
oneyear b in ,  161) atom. K]nnl- 
kink: Homemmd Mini Facto/Re- 
mL "nl~ mikm from Menm. 
Write: BOx 707, Merdtt, 
B.C., V0K 280. 
EQUESTRIAN 
SPECIAL SO level acm~ Int. 
0 cres Igmd
125'x200' arena with, suite, T.V. 
I;630,000. Te~a~.  Od 
Hemy Dsenoyer at TRADB.N4D 
REALTY,3410 Coldstream Ave., 
Vernon, B.C. (6o4)s4s-r~-~, 
(evenlr~) (984),~.4712, Fax: 
SERVICES 
Major IO[30 and Injury deltas. 
Joel A. Wener, trial lawyer for 21 
years. Call collect, (604)7~6- 
5.~p, Van~uver. II no recove#y, 
no fee. NoYukon enquiries. " 
"ICBC offered me $3,500. C, arey 
Unde gol me $190,000." G.N., 
Nd~stord. Law olfimeol Carey 
Uncle, VancorNer 684,7798. 
Serving clenis throughout B.C. 
for 18 years. 
WANTED 
WANTED: Experienced coloclor 
wishes to purchase older 
Moor~ po~ry. Esped~ tim, 
tree o¢ mushroom deans and 
any tea or dinner services made 
by ~ or Maclntyre. Call 
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CLASSIFIED AD 
4535 Greig Avenue, i
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
• . Phone 635-'/840 
All dau iM 'nnd  dudfled display 
ads must be prepaid by dther mudz, 
Visa or Mastercanl, except for eS- 
laMbbed business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please huve your 
cad number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
• CLASSIFIED 
: 10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED 
DISPLAY ADS 
p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldhR'e words'are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for  box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
o n l y . .  
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$$.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
• PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10;00 per week. Non-commercial 
use only. " 
TENDEI~ AND LEGAL,  , 
• NOTICES ~ 
$'/.00 per column' inch per imertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Tram =ml Con~k~: Advmir~- 
n~nts should Ix= read on the first 
publication day, We are not respon- 
sible for errors..appcadng beyond the 
first insution, 
A ~  it is' aareed by any 
display or dassified advertiser ~- 
qm~nS." space that the liability of 
the paper in the went that ~-rors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement Shall be limited to the 
mount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising spa~ 
occul)ied by the incorrect i em only, 
and there will be no; liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
, such advertisement. 
r 
Beauty salon for sale in downtown 
Terrace• $28,000. Interested parties 
Only. Phone 635-7961. 5/2p 
TRY VENDING?'/? Did you know that 
an Investment as low as $4,000 can 
put you in the food, snack, pop or 
.cigarette ,Vending business which 
can produce an excellent supple- 
mental Income and great fun?Vend- 
ing requires no experience, no set 
hours and little effort. Perfect for 
retirees, s tudents ,  couples, 
anyone... Talk to us and learn more. 
For complete details, call 1-597,3532 
in Vancouver. ., 5/9¢ 
NorRoadco Enterprises Ltd. 
General Delivery 
Dease Lake, B.C. 
V0C 1L0 ~G 
BRIDGE FOREMAN 
Wanted,Trade Journeyman •Bridgeman. Responsible 
for bridge maintenance, minor construction, miri0r 
carpentry work. Enforce safety procedures, carry out 
annual bridge inspections, and other related duties. 
May require work in adverse weather conditions and 
emergency call-out response. 
Qualifications: Excellent knowledge of carpentry. Pro- 
ven experience as Trade Journeyman Bridgeman. Able 
to work in high places and walk on bridge members. 
Proven supervisory and communication skills.. Valid 
Class 3 drivers license with air endorsement. Travel re, 
quired. Accommodations available at. a, nominal 
charge. . 
The Terrace INN (formerlY the Terrace HOtel) - 
is  now accepting resumes for positions of 
sous-chef and cooks for all food services in 
the Terrace Inn. And also for experienced.= 
bartenders for summer relief in Augie's : 
Lounge. Telephone Robert Q. Smith, General 
Manager at 635-6630 for an appointment. 
I I 
I 
Pad-tim per~on required to ~ 
provide Job support with 
menta l ly  hand icapped 
adults. Apply with resume at 
Creativo Career Options, 
4722 Lakolse Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. Office hours: 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 5/2c 
I 
Required Immediately 
- -  Full-time Parts Per- 
son with experience in 
the heaw equipment in- 
dustry. Reply in con- 
fidence with resume to 
File 28, clo Terrace 
Review, 4535 Greig Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C., VaG 
1 M 7. 512c 
Painting Concrete ' . . 
P lumbing  Bdck Laying 
Carpentr~ Gene~ Maintena,~ ~,,~ 849-5888 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
Office space at ground 
level, 1968 square feet. 
Located at 4639 Lazelle 
Avenue. Phone 635-2643 
or 1-656-0365. 5/23c 
1977 Mazda GLC 2.door hatchbsok 
5-speed. Good running ~conditlon, 
but rusty and need of some work, 
like clutch, exhaust and tires. 
Engine burns no' oil, alternator, 
starter, regulator and .battery all 
replaced within past year, brakes 
recently rebuilt, equipped with block 
heater. 78,000 alice. Sell for $700. 
Call 635-7840 (work)or 635-4810 
(home), ask for Mike. tfnp 
110x220 comer, lot in Th0rnhlll .by 
golf course. Two-bedroom trailer 
with addition. Natural gas and hot 
water tank, wood stove. Asking 
$32,000. Serious inquiries only. 
Phone 638-8489. tfnc 
Gas conversion• sale: Admiral 
30-inch electric range, $150; Rhsem 
40 gallon electric hot water tank, 
$150; Beach 66,000 BTU 011 furnace, 
approved for mobile home, 125 
gall,~n fuel tank with about 30 
gallons of fuel o11, offers. Call 
635.4810. tfnp 
1H2 Datsun pickup, King cab, four 
wheel drive, 5-speed, canopy, 
sunroof, all season radial tires, 
sound mechanical condition. Only 
one owner. Asking $4,900. Phone 
63~g477. 5/2p 
1977 Blmmr 4x4, equalizer hitch, 
boat rack;Asking $1,900 firm. Phone 
635-2804 after 6 p.m. '.Wgp 
Sag.bedroom mobUe home, 10x42,. 
natural gas heat. $1,500, ,Call 
635-4810. tfnp 
12x68 tmikw, two large bedrooms, 
., 41undry room, new carpets and cur- 
' rains. Comes with ffldge, stove and 
meta l  shed. Very clean. Asking 
$14,500, open to offers. Call 
6384X)43 and leave message, 5/21) 
:l i lU Oa~onlk red, low mileage, ex- 
tras, excellent --condition. Asking 
$8,700. Phone 635.3565 after 5 p.m. 
5/10p 
BIHoot wst(w frontage at Lakelse 
Lake. Two-storey frame house 
(25'x42'); large shop (32'x20'). Phone 
635-2470. 5/2p 
Tenskill trailer, sleeps six,.three-way 
power, frldge, stove, oven, lights, 
flush toilets, ;0to. As Is, $2,500 OBO. 
Phone 635-4803 to view. 5/9p 
1987 24-ft. dvedbost with Berkeley 
Jet, 460 Ford, two tops, three fuel 
tanks, tandem trailer. $35,000 OBO. 
Phone (403) 962-9113. 5123p 
1990 "1a-ft. rivodbcet with Berkeley 
Jet, 300 Buick, extra high tensile bot- 
tom, 20-gal. fuel tank. $20,000 OBO. 
Phone (403) 962-9113. 5123p 
31-ft. Spencer eellboot, six sails, In- 
flatable plus 10 HP outboard, diesel 
Inboard. Equipped for 12-month 
north coast cruising. $38,500. Phone 
624-5206. • 5/9p 
Four.week.old female Bassett 
Hound named Fred. Has all shots, 
plus her parents have papers. Ask- 
Ing $200 OBO. Phone 635-6762 or  
6354897 after 6 p.m. 5123p 
Black  and  ye l low 
Newspaper oll ~ from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
t fnp 
1979 20.ft. fully self-contained Kit 
Companion travel trailer, 12-ft. awn- 
Ing, sleeps six. $8,000. Phone 
635-3318. 5/2p 
In Horseshoe area, four-bedroom 
home, vaulted living room and din- 
Ing room, eating area In kitchen, 
electric head and wood heater, 
finished up and down• Assumable • 
mortgage at 11 =A %. Asking $87,000. 
Phone 635-9446 between 4 and 6 
p.m. or after9 p.m. 5123p 
12.foot Zodlic.type boat'. Never 
used. Phone NEEl at 635-3352. 512p. 
GARAGE SALE  - -  Saturday, May5, 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.R.V., stove, sink, 
water tank, furnace, and more. 4607 
Soucle Ave., Terrace. 512p 
GARAGE SALE  - -  Saturday, May 5, 
g a.m. to 1 p.m., 4832 Soucle Ave., 
Terrace. Including baby Items, 
clock, bicycle parts, etc. 5/2p 
GARAGE SALE  - -  HUGE,  Saturday,  
May 5, 8 a.m. to  4 p.m., at 4906 
Davis, Terrace. Fishing and camping 
gear, logging aoceesodes, carpentry 
tools, clothes, books, k i tchen,  .. 
shelves, carpet samples: ~. 5/2p 
• . . t , + '  - 
I 
i ~ 'CEDARSiD ING I 
Select Tight Knot I 
• Rough 
• Plain ' 
; l x6  
• * Timbers 
m e .e'=., 
lx6 lx8' • Round Fence Posts 
• Other, 
- , ~ Fencing ~:. 
lx6 ,  ld ,  lX lO  Malerlal • . ~, 
! , 
.¢1 VT&O '-=', ~ Cedar 
• Pine 
tx4 lx6... . . . .  • Cottonwpad 
2X4, or xa, or xa.0 .*Cedar & SPF-: 
~ a '  "-~. 
" lx3 . . . . . . . .  Hemlock 
Competative Prices! , 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
Box'7 
i Hazelton, B.C. 842-5660 
RENTAL COMPLEX 
,FOR SALE 
on 2 acres in Thornhill. • 
Owners residence plus 8 
• rental units and 6 mobile 
home pads. Asking 
$230,000. 
Phone 635.4453 
registered 
Experienced shake block cutters re. 
quired, canting experience an asset. 
Phone 1-826-6781. 
Labrador Retriever puppies avail. 
Beautiful three-bedroom house for 
sele. 2.3 acres on Bench, approx. 5/30p 
2,300 sq.ft., two bathrooms, five ap- 
pliances, foyer entrance, sunroom, )ump, 
gas fireplace, approx. 800 sq.ft, of ; with 
sun OEOK and patio decks with hot leather 
= 3 tub. Asking $112,500. Phone r: R.V. rt ¢ t O cOat . 5/2p 638-1331 after 7 p.m- 5Rp 
rall lng: floor 
1975 GMC Vanguard, 21-ft. class C 
motorhome. 47,000 alias, well main- 
• Energetic, MOtivated 
eble from Clearlake Kennels. Ex- 
cellent bloodlines for show, field 
and companions. Written guaran- 
tees on all puppies. Phone Prince 
George, (604) 560-5381. 
Eight.gel. RN tank with bend pu p, 
as new: one pair rubber boots ith 
caulks: three women's 
coats: Marantz amplifier: 
cushions and table: Bentwood oet 
rack: wrought Iron 
polisher: fox-fur Collar:. 36"x38" win- 
dow: three electric blankets: sun 
Hairdresser Wanted 
to work full time in a 
progressive modern 
salon. Must have B.C. 
Imense and 2 Years 
experience. 
Apply at: i '  
)set- c.,s.ua7 JJ~ 
• 4624 Gmlg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Hours!. Mon..Sat. 9.5 . 
talned. Asking $10,500. Phone lamp: four boxes cultured bricks. " ' 
638.1331 after 7 p.m. " 5123p Phone 635-7996. • 5/9p 
' ' ~ n c e r ,  a omatl----c, FOUND -- Lady's bracelet at Ager 
4.door, sporty sedan, 32,000 miles, Park. Phone638-8217 to Identify and 
• ., ~ ~ m~ ~m • a,,p excellent condition. $7,700. Phone claim• 5/9nc 
I I 'UH HI : :N I ~ I ¢~7~2. 512p 
I ~ VRP.~nf l~nrA  Int hntwnnn I Three.piece Roxton honey-maple 
I ~ ;  - "  ~"  T"~, \ | •well unit. New $7,200, sell for$3,500• 
i ~ e  & Ronoo las  rur f l l zure  I Could sell pieces separately. P,~one 
I ALSO - -CENTRALLY  LOCATED I , 638.0240after 4:30p.m. 5/9p RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
/ . . . . . . .  ' = ~ ' . ' • ~ I Lot 10 on Kedby St. in Thornhlll. hours for. the Terrace Loan Cup- 
! 8.100s0uare foot  warehouse I $7,300. Call Parmenters, radio, board are as follows: 
• I . . . . . .  " o " - -  . . . .  ,, _ ,_ . . . . . . . . . .  I phone H49-5042 on JK or JL chan- ' ' Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
The Cupboard Is located In the 
I pow.  I ~ 5/gp Thumdaya from 10 ll.m. to 12 noon. 
I ~ neazeo DUllOIng I 1978214t, Frontlarmotorhome, reer Skasna Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
I " " ,~ __L______ __..,...... -- I bUnk'bed model. Comes with awn- Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
I " O [ J I l~ lS f f  [ JUWUI  • I Ing, on GM chassis, 350 engine, air made In between service hours at 
I r lAV I=M~_K~t ' IWN RRR,TJII~g I conditioning. Asking $12,500. Phone the follm in| u Ior 
632-7722 or 632~036. 5/23p 635-7941. tfn 
I 
hours for. the Terrace Loan Cup- 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or  
: ,  . "T'" ," . . - ,  . , . .  • ,  . .  ; - . . . :  . . . . .  . . . .  -~ , . , -  .¢, ~ -, , .~  • .=:..  , , ; , . ?  . . . . . .  __,. . . . . '~ ' " ,  . . . . . . . . . .  . . , .  . .  . 
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BEST : G IRL 'S  HORSE 
CAMP. Learn English and 
Western riding in beauti. 
ful w i lderness  setting~ 
Outdoor  arenas for jump- 
ing and dressage, mi les  
Of incredible mounta in  
t ra i ls .  C.E,P. Cer t i f i ed  
Coach. Top Safety Stan' 
dards .  Sadd le t ramp 
Camp;  Southbank, B.C., 
V0 J  2P0. (604) 694-3521, 
evenings. Send for bro- 
'chure and video. 5/30c 
I 
can assist you with free preg- 
nancy tasting, maternity and baby 
clothes. Many other sarvlces -- all 
free and confidential. Call 63,5-3907 
ANYTIME, 6/13p 
= 
Modem metaphysk:s: progressive 
metaphysics. Course starts May 22. 
Tuesday and Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
To pre-reglster, phone Laurel at 
635.7776. 5116p 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages' newborn to 12 years, Full-time, 
part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398 . . . .  tfnc 
AS SEEN ON TV - -  Earn $$$ thls 
summer whlle losing weight safely 
and naturally. Doctor recom= 
mended. Call to!l free, 1-978-3027. 
'. 5116p 
~lodern metaphysics. Readings 
available. For appointment phone 
Eaurel at 635-7776. ,.-. 5/16p; 
I would like to thank Dr. Phillips, Dr. 
Hedge, the Nurses (especially those 
on emergency and ICU), and all the 
Staff at Mills Memorial Hospital for 
the wonderful care I received while I 
was a patient there. Also, because 
they are too numerous to mention, I
would like to thank everyone who 
prayed, sent cards, gifts, flowers, 
telephoned and visited me during a 
very traumatic time. It Is a great feel- 
Ing to know that so many people 
were thinking of me and my family. 
I love you all, 
Rose Marie Fleming. 
Wanted to rent -- by a ri~llable fami- 
ly, two-bedroom trailer In Thornhlll, 
by May 1 ($5001mo. range). Have 
small dog. References available if 
necessary. Phone 635-6762 or 
635-4897 after 6 p.m. 5116p 
Wanted to rent -- three or four 
bedroom house by responsible fami- 
ly of four In Terrace as soon as 
possible ($750 range). Phone 
635-4875 after 4:30 p.m. 512p 
Experienced mother wishes to 
babysit child In own home. Looking 
for friend for three-year-old son. 
Loves children. Just moved from Ed- 
monton. Excellent references. 
Phone 635-5809. 5/16p 
Locking for full.time babysitter 
Tuesday to Friday. Must have own 
vehicle to pick up kids at Uplands 
School. Your home or m!ne. Phone 
635-7683. 5/2p 
WORK WANTED - -  Logging con- 
tractor for hire, or skldder and 
operator. Selective logging prac- 
ticed, falling experience, will log 
private land. Phone 635-4319 after 6 
p.m. 5/23p 
NEW CROWN RANGE USE 
PRIVILEGE(S) AVAILABLE 
: TO QUAMFIED 
APPLICANTS, SECTION 9(2) 
RANGE ACT 
TheMinistry of Forests has 
under consideration the is- 
suance of a 3 year grazing per- 
"met to  qualified applicants 
within the following legally 
described area and under condi- 
• tlens cited. 
Lot A of District Lot 983 plan 
12006 within the City of Terrace. 
3 Year grazing permit totalling 60 
animal unit months grazing by 
horses during approximately 5 
monthsafter May 15. 
Particulars and application 
forms available from or 
representations hall be made to 
the address below no later than 
May 15, of 1990. 
All applications will be 
evaluated according to the 
Crown Range vacancy rating 
system. 
District Manager 
Ministry of Forests 
Room 200- 5220 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1L1 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS " 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways Is accepting proposals 
to provide surveying within the Skesna Highways District on an "as 
and when required" basis. 
The su~cying will be within the Queen Charlotte Islands 
Proposals submitted shall Include equipment available, personal 
qualifications and experience. 
Data redu(:ti0n an.ddraftlng work may be required. Aliequlpment and 
supplies necessaW .to complete the works within the allocated time 
frame, will be provided by the applicant. 
Proposals will be received at the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Skeena Highways District Office, dr300- 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 no later then 10.t)0 a.m. May 16, !990. 
For morn ,~dormationplnn contact the following: I)walnHondand, 
Distrlot Technician, Ministry of Transpoetation and Highways, 
Sksane Dlstdct #300 • 4S48 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VaG 1V4. 
Phone: 638.3360. Fax: 638-3316. 
J q1 '~ Bd~ Comuml~km 
, ;~" ' : - '=TO"  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MOVE " " "~~'"  
• a~.m=,u .dka . ,m. ,m¢,~ 
~T 
I i .~"~= " PROVINCEOF : 
p • 
I/~/~i~ ~ ~BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
II ~k'~._,~ r i MINISTRY OF 
It~=v~-~l ENVIRONMENT 
• |~,~,~,,,,t. ADMINISTRATION . : 
i NOTICE OF TENDER * - . 
I A contract will be, let:to provide, 
when and if requested by the 
Conservation Officer Service In . 
Terrace, adequate .staff to live 
trap and remove as directed, 
nuisance bears from the Mum 
icipalitles of Kltimat, Terrace 
and surrounding areas. 
Sealed tenders, on the forms 
and in the envelope provided,, as 
defined in the instructions to 
• Bidders, willbereceived by the 
Ministry of Environment," Ad-  
• ministration,. 3726 Alfred' Ave- 
nue, Bag 5000, Smithers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0, no later than May 14, 
• 1990 at1:00 p.m. Tenders will be 
opened in public at that time. 
Tender forms, Including specifi- 
e r  °1  
: cations, can be Obtained from 
! L Environment, the Ministry Of" 
i 3726 Alfred Avenue, Bag 5000, 
i Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0, 
Ministry .of  Environment, B.C. 
• Access Center, 104-3220 Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C., VaG 5K8. 
Information or clarification of 
the Tender specifications c'an be 
obtained by calling the Conser- 
vation Officer Service in Terrace, 
at 638-3279. " 
Regional Administration • ° 
Manager 
Ministry of Environment 
Skeena Region 
.' . , • , 
" ' • F " 
° , . 
NOTICE OF INTEI|T 
RE: L IQUOR CONTROL 
........ - .... A EtCENSING ACT 
APPL ICAT ION FOR "G"  
(L ICENSEE RETAIL STORE) L ICENCE 
It is the intention of. the.~undersigned to apply;.pursuant to the 
provisions of the LiquorControl and Licensing Act, to the 
General Manager, Liquor Control and Licensing Branch, Vic- 
toria, B.C., for a Licensee Retail Store on the premises situated 
at" 
4529 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
Skeena Enterprises Ltd., 
(Operating as SKEENA HOTEL) 
The above type of licence permits the sale of B.C. beer, wine, 
cider and coolers and imported wine and wine coolers for off 
premises consumption between the hours of 9:00 a,m. and 
11:00 p.m. Monday to Saturday and 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on 
Sunday. 
Residents and businesses located within a Y2 mile radius o f  
the proposed site are requested to register any comments by 
writing to: 
General Ma.nager 
Liquor Control and Licensing Branch 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, British Columbia 
Vev lX4  
r 
Writtenopinions must be received by May 31, 1990 to be con- 
sldered. ~ 
I ! 
• L .  i~i 
~!in', '  i W 
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SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT • 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is accepting proposals 
to provide surveying within the Skeena Highways District O n an "as 
and when required" basis. 
The surveying will be within the Prince Rupert, Terrace, Kitimat and 
the Nass Valley areas. 
Proposals submitted shall include equipment available, personal 
qualifications and experience. 
Data reduction and drafting work may be required. All equipment and 
supplies necessary - to complete the works within the allocated time 
frame, will be provided by the applicant• 
Proposals will be received at the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Skeena Highways District Office, #300-4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 no later than 10:00 a.m. May 16, 1990. 
For more information please contact the following: Dwaln Hornland, 
District Technician, Ministry of Transportation and Highways, 
Skeena District #300 • 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VeG 1V4. 
Phone: 638.3360. Fax: 638-3316. 
Province of 
FR~EDO~f British Columbia 
j ~ ~ F O  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ministry of Transportation 
M O F ~  and Highways. 
' Hon.Rits M.Johnston, Minister 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is requesting pro- 
posals to provide project estimating within the Skeana Highways 
District. 
The project estimating will be within the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Proposals submitted shall include qualifications, experience and 
should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals will be received at the District Highways Office, 
#300- 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 no later than 10:00 
a.m. May 16, 1990. 
For more information please contact the following: Dwain Homlandl 
District Technician, Ministry of Transportation and Highways, 
Skeena District #300 • 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VeG lV4: 
Phone: 638.3360. Fax: 638-3316. ~ =~ . 
Province of 
F-q--C'~'.(JPO~'7 British Columbia 
I ,~~ TO'  'l~inist~/'of :rr'an;portation" " 
~i iF'=~OVE and Highways, 
Hon.Rlts M.Johnston, Mlnlster 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways Is requesting pro- 
posals to provide project supervision within the Skeena Highways 
District. 
The project supervision will be within Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Proposals submitted shall include qualifications, experience and 
should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways Office, 
#300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 no later than 10:00 
a.m. May 16, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: Dwain Hornland, 
District Technician, Ministry of Transportation and Highways, 
Skeena District #300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4. 
Phone: 638-3360. Fax: 636-3316. 
Province of 
FRc:_HDO~f British Columbia 
_k~t_'~!~m O Ministryof Transportation 
~i~[~ ~r~ and Highways. 
Hon. Rite M. Johnston, Minister 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is requesting pro- 
posals for highway design services within the Skeena Highways 
District. 
The project estimating will be within the Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Kltimat, and the Nass Valley area. 
Proposals submitted shall include qualifications, experience and 
should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals will be received at the District Highways Office, 
#300- 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 no later than 10:00 
a.m. May 16, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: Dwsln Hornlsnd, 
District Technician, Ministry of Transportation and Highways, 
Skeena District #300 • 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., veG lV4 .  
Phone: 638-3360. Fax: 638.3316. 
Province of 
F.~.. -~'- ~ -'..~ C:-'P..-~ British Columbia 
I,~0. TO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ministry of Transportation 
M O F E  and Highways. 
Hon. Rite M. Johnston, Minister 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is requesting pro- 
posalsto pro,~lde project supervision within the Skeena Highways 
District. 
The design services will be within the Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Kitimat, the Nasa Valley area, and Queen Charlotte Islands area• 
Proposals submitted shall include qualifications, experience and 
should also detail any availability restrictions. • 
Note all proposals Will be received at the District Highways Office, 
#300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 no later than 10:00 
a.m. May 16, 1990. • 
For more Information please contact the following: Dwaln Hornland, 
District Technician, Ministry of Transportation and Highways, 
Skeena District #300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG 1V4. 
Phone: 638.3360. Fax: 638.3316. 
Province of 
FREE~ Q.'~'7 British Columbia 
and Highways 
• Hon.Rits M.Johnston, Mlnlster 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is requesting pro- 
posals to provide project estimating within the Skeena Highways 
D.istrict. 
'The project supervision will be within the Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Kitimat and the Nass Valley areas. 
Proposals submitted shall include qualifications, experience and 
should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals will be received at the District Highways Office, 
#300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 no later than 10:00 
a.m. May 16, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: Dwain Hornland, 
District Technician, Ministry of Transportation and Highways, 
Skeena District #300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VeG 1V4. 
Phone: 638.3360. Fax: 638-3316. 
Province of 
JBR'EJE'DO~f British Columbia 
• • • * • • * * * . • . • • • * * * 
J~ ; t~ TO'  Ministaw n of Transportation 
'~: ; . . . . . . .  M O F E  ......... d Highways. 
Hon, Rlts M. Johnston, Minister 
PROVINCE OF ~ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed ten- 
ders are Invited for the following: 
Project No.: F-5263 
Location: Queen Charlotte 
Islands 
Description: Provide Traffic Con- 
trol Services in the Skeena 
Highways District for the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. 
Sealed tenders, completed in ac- 
cordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, 
will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways 
at #300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1V4 until 2:00 
p.m. (local time) on May 16, 1990, 
when tenders will be opened in 
public. 
A security deposit/surety bid 
bond will not be required (in ac- 
cordance with the conditions of 
tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting will not be 
held. 
Tender documents complete 
with envelope, plans, speclfica- 
tions and conditions of tender 
are available from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways 
#300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1V4 between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m• to 12:00 p.m., 
and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon- 
day to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for 
contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or 
money order, made payable to 
the Minl8ter of Finance and Cor- 
porate Relations. All purchases 
are non.refundable. 
For further Information contact 
J.R. Newhouse, District 
H ighways  Manager ~t (604) 
638-3360, or fax (604) 638.3316. 
The lowest or any tenderwill not 
necessarily be accepted. 
PROVINCE OF (~ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed ten- 
ders are Invited for the following: 
Project No.: F-5262 
Location: Prince Rupert Area 
Description: Provide Traffic Con- 
trol Services in the Skeena 
Highways District for the Prince 
Rupert Area. 
Sealed tenders, completed in ac- 
cordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, 
will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways• 
at #300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G '1V4 until 2:30 
p.m. (local time) on May 16, 1990, 
when tenders will be opened in 
public. 
A security deposit/surety" bid 
bond will not be required (in ac- 
cordance with the conditions of 
tender.) 
A pre.tender meeting will not be 
held. 
Tender documents complete 
with envel.ope, plans, specifica- 
tions and conditions of tender 
are available from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways 
#300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1V4 between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., 
and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon. 
day to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for 
Contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or 
money order, made payable to 
the Minister of Finance and Cor- 
porate Relations. All purchases 
are non-refundable. 
For further Information contact 
J.R. Newhouse, District 
Highways Manager at (604) 
638-3360, or fax (604) 638-3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
I necessarlly be aacepted. 
i 
PROVINCE OF 
4 
|~B[~I  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
'~...~.J MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed 
tenders are invited for the follow- 
Ing: 
Project No.: C-6766 
Location: Shames Mountain Ski 
Hill Road 
Description: Supply Industrial 
First Aid Attendant. 
Sealed tenders, completed in ac- 
cordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, 
will be received by the MinistrY 
of Transportation and Highways 
at 4837 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1K7 until 2:00 p.m. 
(local time)on May. 7, 1990, when 
tenders will be opened in public. 
A security deposit/surety bid 
bond will be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the 
tender.) 
Tender documents complete 
with envelope, plans, specifica- 
tions and conditions of tender 
are available from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways 
4837 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1K7 between the hours 
of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 
1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday, except holidays• 
Where required, payment for 
contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or 
.money order, made payable to 
the Minister of Finance and Cor- 
porate Relations. All purchases 
are non.refundable. 
For further information contact 
D.J. St. Thomas, Project 
Manager at (604) 638-3594, or fax 
(604) 638-3546. 
The lowest or any•tender will noti 
necessarily be accepted . . . .  
i '  ' 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed ten- 
ders are Invited for the following: 
Project No.: F-5261 
Location: Terrace, Kitimat, and 
Nass Valley 
Description: Provide Traffic Con- 
trol Services in the Skeena 
Highways District for the Ter- 
race Area. 
Sealed tenders, completed in ac- 
cordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided; 
will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways 
at #300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1V4 until 3:00 
p.m. (local time) on May 16, 1990, 
when tenders will be opened in 
public. 
A security deposit/surety bid 
bond will not be required (in ac- 
cordance with the conditions of 
tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting will not be 
held. 
Tender documents complete 
with envelope, plans, specifica- 
tions and conditions of tender 
are available from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways 
#300 - 4548 Park Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1V4 between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., 
and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon. 
day to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for 
contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or 
money order, made payable to 
the Minister of Finance and Cot. 
porate Relations. All purchases 
are non.refundable. 
For further information contact 
J.R. Newhouee, District 
Highways Manager at (604) 
638-3360, or fax (604) 638.3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
• . , . .  , * . ,  . .  
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.CLASSIF[F,D Roadshow mixes science and entertainment 
/ 
= 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
The City of Terrace invites pro. 
posals from qualified companies 
to supply and install an,air con- 
ditioning system at the Terrace 
Arena for an area of approxi- 
mately 370 sq. m. (4,000 sq. ft.). 
Proposals must Include all elec- 
trlcal, carpentry and other 
related work to complete the pro- 
Ject. Expected completion date 
Is required. 
Interested bidders are required 
to inspect the site prior to sub- 
mission. Contact the undersign. 
ed to arrange a site visit. 
Proposals must be submitted no 
later than 1:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
May 8, 1990, to: 
Mr. S. Scott 
Superintendent of Parks 
and Recreation 
3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X8 
City of Terrace reserves the right 
to refuse any or all proposals. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
Jouph Georges Edmond Polder, 
also known as George Edmund 
Polder, deceased, who died on 
January 13, 1989, are hereby re- 
quired to send them to the 
undersigned Administrator, Cen- 
tral Guaranty Trust Company, at 800 West Pender Street, Van- 
couver, British Columbia, V6C 
2V7, before the 31st day of May, 
1990, after which date the 
Estate's assets will be distrib- 
uted, having regard only to the 
claims that have been received. 
Central Guaranty Trust 
Company, Administrator 
Robertson Ward Suderman 
Solicitors 
Science World road shows 
are driving science home in Ter- 
race. 
Last Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday, in celebration of 
Science Week, Andrew Pope 
and Doug Ballantyne of Science 
World demonstrated to Terrace 
elementary school students that 
"science is fun; it's amazing; it's 
almost like magic." 
The 50-minute road shows of- 
fered innovative, interactive 
learning •experiences from the 
fascinating world of science. 
The students and teachers were 
• awed and intrigued by such per- 
formances as: The Beauty of 
Bubbles, The Power of Pressure 
and Adventures in Motion. In 
one experiment, a student was 
asked to break a brick with a 
sledge hammer placed on the 
chest of a Science World per- 
former while he lay on a bed of 
nails! 
Facilitator Doug Ballantyne 
explained to the students, "To 
be a scientist, all you need is ~ a 
brain." Throughout the experi- 
ments, Doug and his assistant 
Andrew solicited theories from 
]f. 
ZAP! One thing some local students wil l  remember from the Science World roadshow Is that 
static electricity travels - - th rough human bodies. 
the students. And they called 
upon their help to explore some 
of the theories with experi- 
mentation. 
Before the end of the last 
presentation of the day, the 
younger students had to leave 
because their school day was 
over. They wanted to linger and 
see "just one more experiment" 
as the teachers herded them out 
of the gymnasium. 
Road shows are one of 
Science World's outreach pro- 
grams developed to travel B.C. 
adding science content o school 
and community programs. 
NOTICE  
Due to unauthorized burning 
at the Thornhlll Refuse Site, 
effective May 1, 1990, the 
hours of operation for the 
Thornhill Refuse Site will be 
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., daily 
until further notice. 
Unauthorized burning Is in 
contravention of the Forest 
and Waste Management Act 
and violators will be pro- 
secuted. 
Please report violators to: 
Regional District of Kitlmat. 
Stlklne, 300 - 4545 Lszelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
4E1,635.7251. 
PITCH-IN 
PARTNER! 
Science World British Colum- 
bia is a non-profit, self-support- 
ing organization dedicated to in- 
creasing public awareness, 
understanding and appreciation 
of science and technology. 
At the conclusion of their five 
demonstrations and experiments 
for the students of E.T. Kenney 
and Centennial Christian 
Schools' primary grades, Ballan- 
tyne said, "With science, scien- 
tists liketoshowyou how things 
happe n. With magic, the magi- 
cian doesn't want to tell you." 
p Fine Dining 
in quiet  surroundingsl  
5 p.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4820 Lakelse Avenue 
WEST 638.8141 
Polly's Care 
 Chinese & Western Cuisine 
"~"  """""" : '~  Moa. - -Thurs .  10:30 Lm.  - -  midn ight  
Fr l .  & 8at .  I0"30  a .m.  - -  I a .m.  
:~ Jnday  12.t)0 am.  - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or638"8034 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
• ~..~P" Chinese & Canadian Food "~.',~. 
[[~'~t OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~,~, 
l(I  Wed - -  zo..oo p.,,. ilj 
"~k,k~.... Thursday 11:30 a .m. -  I / :00  p .m, t -~ '  
Fri  . Sat !1;30 a.m. ~ ! ;00 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. I0:00 p.m. 
4643 Park Avenue 635-611/ 
This Week "In Augle's Lounge" 
~ i ~A f'~ er "~'I"W'~ n=d ""D o'w"n~ 
! 5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. ! 
I Monday to Friday I 
[ Complimentary I 
I Hot Hers d'oeuvres I 
I Piano Stylings by I 
In , , .  G le, n n F.oss urn  .... [ • 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL.FREE: 1-800.663.8156 FAX: 635.=788 
i , 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
l ~ )  4606 GrolO Ave., for Take.Out 
Terrace, EC. Ph. 635-6184 
The Terrace Revlew's own production assistant Karyn Kirk was 
one of 169 celebrity volunteers that  helped the Terrace Mc- 
Donald's franchise eam number one in the province during 
McHappy Days. Terrace raised over $3,000 to beat out second 
place Prince Rupert for the largest number of dollars raised to 
support childrens' programs like Ronald McDonald House. 
i i  i i  i 
AI6 
Conservation 
pays off 
for Band 
Ter race  Rev iew - -  Wednesday, May 2, 1990 . 
..,. . .  
Last week B.C. Hydro mar- 
keting rep Margo Gilchrist pre- 
sented a $900 rebate cheque to 
chief councillor Cliff Bolton and 
Stu Hubbard of Kitsumkalum 
band. 
The rebate was the result of 
B.C. Hydro's $50 cash-back on 
an energy-saving fridge. For 
their 18-unit housing project, 
recently completed, Kitsum- 
kalum band bought 18 Power- 
Smart refrigerators. 
Stu Hubbard says he put out 
six tenders pecifying size and 
type of units required. These in- 
cluded stoves, fridges, washers 
and dryers. Kondola's Furniture 
and Appliances was the low bid- 
der. They included information 
for the band to consider the 
PowerSmart program. All local 
appliance dealers are aware of 
the PowerSmart program and 
many have their energy efficient 
appliances identified with 
PowerSmart fridge magnets or 
labels. 
Statistics how that the new 
energy-saving models can rep- 
resent a typical saving of $300 or 
more over the life of the fridge, 
compared to less efficient 
models. The PowerSmart pro- 
gram began on June 1, 1989. 
Due to its popularity, the pro- 
gram has been extended to 
March 31, 1991. 
The process is simple. Any in- 
,~  , 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-~lune20 
CANCER 
June 21-July22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. ~-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-0ct. 22 
SCOI~PIO 
OcI.23-Nov.21 
8AGFITARIU8 
Nov. 22-Dee. 21 
CAPRICOBN 
Dec. 22Jan. 19 
• AQUARIUS 
= Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
. PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 ~ 
% 
• .." ~.~. :'~-:. ~..-'.i.. 
7 
~• ~4 ..... , o ~i~i~ii!i~ii• i ii!~iii .~ ••  ,  .... ,,~ ~ :  :~•~ • ~ ~ i , ~  :  '~~ ::'~::~:" '~ 
THE ENERGY-EFFICIENT PAY-OFF: IQsumkalum Band chief councillor Cliff Bolton and the reserve's head of municipal works, Stu 
Hubbard, were quite happy last week to accept a $900 rebate cheque from B.C. Hydro rep Margot Gilchr~t for the purchase of 
energy-efficient refrigerators to be placed in the band's latest housing projecL, 
dividuai or organization buying 
a new energy-saving refrigerator 
should complete the "$50 
PowerSmart Fridge Rebate Of. 
ficial Form", available from ap- 
pliance dealers or B.C. Hydro. 
This should be sent, along witha 
photocopy of the sales receipt, 
to PowerSmart Fridge Rebate, 
P.O. Box 86360, North Van- 
couver, B.C. VTL 4K6, or to 
your closest B.C. Hvdro office. •
Concern for the well being o f  family members, 
especially the children, generates much corres- 
pondence. A little financial help is welcome. 
Disturbances in the environment tend to make you 
nervous and apprehensive. Publicize your feelings. 
Others share your feelings. 
The intuit ive imagination is stimulated and 
thoughts and suggestions come from the blue. 
Bring some cheer to a shut-in. 
Lively discussions take place in the social circle 
at home. You are awakened to stimuldting new 
avenues of expression. 
The time has come for business decision making. 
Attention from the media adds a touch of urgency. 
Make your move. 
There is a greater intellectual wareness ofworld 
events. Communication with people from distant 
places is likely. 
Secret investigations could find you in a dangerous 
situation. Minding your own business might be 
the smart thing to do. 
Difficulties may come up in partnership affairs. 
Keep your suspicions to yourself until you have 
proofpodtive, 
Idle chit-chat tends to interfere with work effi- 
ciency, but it could point the way to improving 
on-the-job skills. 
Romantic opportunities arise in connection with 
intellectual ctivities. Games of chance are every. 
where. Keep a horseshoe handy. 
Conserving our remurc= should be a priority item 
~vith everyone. Share some of your worthwhile 
ideas. It's good public relations. 
Care should be exercised In making important 
decisions. Your impetuosity could lead you into 
shady areas. 
II l IKe ; )ALe  
Great tires and a great deal more 
'- "i.~J ~ '~ I '~ "~ 
• 
PERFORMANCE 90 
FEATURES 
Aggressive sit.season tread design 
S speed rated 
Exclusive tread design 
BENEFITS 
Excellent traction in all weather conditions 
Safety and confidence. All sizes rated' 
for 180 km/h 
Outstanding handling, low noise level 
M & S This rating stands for mud and snow traction 
Radial construction with low Superior fuel savings over belted bias tires 
rolling resistance compound 
Engraved black sidewall An optz0n for a distinctive European look 
Tread depth 10% to 20°.0 deeper than our economy radial 
Drive Protected warranty Lifetime road hazard protection 
STARTING 
FROM 
$599s 
I 
Totem Service 
" "  , , ,, . . . .  
T 
PETROOtNADA ® 
m 
(N & J Service Centre Ltd.) 
A PETRO~J~NADA DEALER 
r 4711 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-4515 
